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GOP Senators Call
For New Taxincreases

VISIT WITH SANTA — Four-year-old Robert Howard of Murray is wide-eyed as he talks to Santa while his
friends from the Child Development Center at Murray State University await their turns. Santa was taking
gift orders while visiting with children in the campus University Center.
MSU Photo by Barry Johnson

Congress Approves Military
Spending Bill For Fiscal 1982
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
military spending bW totalling
about $200 billion, approved after
a closed-door session by a HouseSenate conference committee, is
believed headed for easy passage.
The version approved by the
conferees Monday — less than $1
billion below what President
Reagan wanted — would fund the
Pentagon for fiscal 1982, which
began Oct. 1. Congressional aides
said the exact amount of the compromise had not been calculated.
The House last month had approved a $197.4 billion spending
measure. The conferees' task was
to reach a compromise with the
Senate-approved measure, which
totalled $208.6 billion. The
measure approved by the committee is about $29 billion more than
the Defense Department's appropriation for fiscal 1981. The
compromise is expected to be approved before the Congress adjourns this week.

House-Senate conferees also approved an administrationsupported plan to have the 3
million people receiving the
minimum Social Security payment of $122 a month continue to
get their benefits.
In other business Monday:
—The House Rules Committee
cleared the way for final congressional action this week on an $11
billion, four-year farm bill, which
includes price support programs
for major commodities and a oneyear extension of the food stamp
program. The Senate approved
the compromise bill last week.
—Sen. Jeremiah Denton, RAla., sought to reinstate a strict
anti-abortion provision in a $9
billion Treasury Department
spending bill. The provision would
eliminate abortion funding from
health plans for federal workers
unless the mother's life was at
stake. With the Senate trying to
adjourn this week, it was uncer-

tain whether the proposal would
be brought up again.
—The House voted 391-2 to give
the Coast Guard $159 million more
than the Reagan admin:stration
sought for fiscal 1982, after hearing arguments that the seryice's
efforts against drug smugglers
are a good investment. The action,
if backed by the Senate would set
the Coast Guard budget at $1.825
billion.
.—The House voted 244-136 to
restore the president's authority
to impose controls on prices and
allocations in the event of a severe
oil supply crisis. The Senate
earlier had passed a similar
measure, so the House bill novigoes to a conference committee.
—By a 3-1 vote, a Senate
Judiciary subcommittee approved changes in the Freedom of Information Act to make it easier
for the CIA or Pentagon to claim
that information must be kept
secret on national security
grounds.

Minimum Social Security Benefits
Congressional Conferees Restore
By MARGARETSCHERF
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Concurring with President Reagan's
change of heart, congressional
conferees are endorsing restoration of the minimum Social Security benefit for the 3 million current
recipients who stood to lose it
March 1.
But Senate and House
negotiators agreed Monday that
most new Social Security
beneficiaries 'will not be eligible
for the $122-a-month minimum
benefit after Jan. 1.
Congress eliminated the
minimum benefit, at Reagan's request, when it passed 482 budget
legislation in August. gut a public
outcry prompted Reagan to
reverse himself and call for its
restoration.
The Social Security legislation
was expected to be taken up today
by the full House and Senate,
which must approve the agreement.
The agreement also would permit borrowing among ,the three

Social Security trust hinds until
January 1983, a limit designed to
force Congress to find more more
comprehensive solutions to financing problems of the system by
then. The conferees also agreed to
a provision putting a new tax on
sick pay.
People who were receiving the
minimum benefit prior to
November were to have lost it
after their February check.
The estimated 5,000 people who
have become eligible for the
benefits since Nov. 1 have not
received them, and it was unclear
whether they now will get._
payments for November and
December.
Under the conference agreement, Which sets Jan. 1 as the
cutoff date for new recipients,
about 5,000 more people will get
the minimum benefit than if a
Nov. 1 cutoff date had been carried over in the revised version,
said Robert Myers, deputy Social
Security commissioner.
Under the agreement, me,mbers
of religious orders would be able
to come on the minimum benefit

rolls for the next 10 years.
"While the. conference agreement does_n2t _achieve ail our objectives, it constitutes a major
victory with regard to our No. I
concern: the protection of
minimum benefits for those now
receiving them," said House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill. "It
represents a first step in making
good on President Reagan's own
campaign commitment to protect
Social Security benefits."
, Social Security Administrator
John Svahn also expressed
pleasure at the conferees' action.
"They have agreed to restore the
minimum benefit as the president
requested," he said. "In addition,
by taking;be action on interfund
borrowing, they have recognized
we have a significant fiscal problem in financing Social Security."

By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP )
Administration officials and key
Republican senators alike are
calling for tax increases to help
shrink budget deficits in 1983 and
beyond. But President Reagan
seems to remain opposed.
"I feel that we must find some
more money," Senate Republican
leader Howard Baker of Tennessee said Monday.
He urged Reagan to consider
coupling the tax increases with
reductions . in benefit programs
and "more than just token savings" in Defense Department
spending when he su brintsbis 1983
fiscal year budget to Congress in
January.
Baker also told a group of Gannett Newspaper executives that
Congress already may have cut
too much from those domestic
programs which bore the brunt of
1981 spending slashes and which
budget director David A.

By applying to the property
valuation administrator on or
before Dec. 31, totally disabled
persons will be able to receive a
$12,900 exemption from their property assessments, according to
Charles Hale, Calloway County
Property Valuation Administrator.
The amendment to the constitution, which extended the
homestead exemption to totally
disabled persons. passed
statewide_ in last_ month's election
and will take effect oh 1981 property taxes.
Only one person per household
will be allowed the exemption and
anyone already on homestead ex-

emption will not qualify for this
exemption. Hale said. any applicant must be totally disabled for
the entire year of 1981.
Before being eligible, people
must be classified totally disabled
by.a U. S. governmental agency,
such-OSSOciaI Seetirity, Veterans
Administration or the Railroad
Retirement System and have proof from the agency that they have
received benefits this year. A
statement from a physician will
help-support other proof, but a
certificate orletter from an appropriate agency must be
presented at the time of application for the exemption. Hale expained.

idre;oly
If property taxes
been paid. refunds will
'webby the sheriff or by tiic tau
districts individually '1'he 4writ!
will make refunds If the 1981 LI xe,
have not been paid.
d
Hale said he had no idc:,
.114
the cost -in-•refund- 11•'-",n!
Calloway County, for 198; He
plained tax bills have Alrei:(1,.
been mailed and many tdxescollected. So, it will be --ttiettme
before offiCials ean be •Aure hoc.
much must be refunded to disabled-propertyowners__
Persons who have tt(t
1981 tax bills and hie.... prof ct
their disability should check-AUL
Hale at his courthouse offif,

Poland Reports Sit-In Strikes
In Major Industries Across Nation
By The Associated Press
leader Lech Walesa was across the nation it was sending
large convoys of food to cities
Sit-in strikes were reported in
negotiating with Polish
Charity groups in the Netherland:i
major industries across Poland, authorities near Warsaw and that
but the protests against the
his influence could ease the situa- said the Polish martial law
government also was allowing
government's crackdown on. tion, indicating the regime wanted
Christmas parcels into the counSolidarity apparently were far
him to urge unionists not to strike.
In Washington, Secretary of try.
short of the general strike urged
In London, foreign ministers of
by militants in the independent
State Alexander M. Haig Jr. said
trade union.
Monday that a pending $200 the European Common Market
The-POESY Ad-Soviet-KiriVerti- - -million-food-package-4o Poland ._.arged_Polish authorities to solve
ment news agencies said major
has been held up "until the situa- the crisis "without -t-We use of
force," and said all countries, intion clarifies."
-...factories in the Warsaw area were
o erating normally, but the
Danish travelers -who left cluding the Soviet Union. should
"refrain from any interference "
'British Broadcasting Corp. Poland Monday night said
Solidarity and other sources
reported from London that 7,000 although the Polish government
workers at a Warsaw steel mill
(Continued On Page 21
had deployed troops and armor
struck for the second day. There
were also unconfirmed reports
that students occupied a university building in Warsaw.
The Soviet news agency Tass
said Polish authorities broke up a
strike at a steel mill in southern
Katowice, and that the
Total sales for the Dec. 11 dark was less per hundred pounds was
"provocateurs will be tried under
cured tobacco auction were because of poor quality tobacco air
the criminal code` in conformity
$147,720.72 with 134,684 pounds and less demand for lugs.
with the martial law decree."
sold, according to Will Ed Clark,
Poland's ambassadors in Paris
The tobacco growers associaWestern Dark Fired Tobacco tion took 16.45 percent. most of
and at the European security conGrowers Association general
ference in Madrid said Solidarity
which was the lug grade. of the
manager.
total sales. Clark said.
Clark reported the average
The next sale of dark air tired
price per hundred pounds was
-.$109.68 which is $6 less per hun- tobacco will be Friday. I )ef 1%;,
dred than last year's average. He Growers Loose I,eaf Hour and
Farris Loose Leaf Floor
stated he.terlt the reason the price

Dark Air Cured Tobacco
Sales Down Per Hundred

cold, some snow flurries
Considerable cloudiness and
cold today with a chance for a
few snow flurries late this
afternoon. Highs in the mid 30s.
Mostly cloudy tonight and
Wednesday with a few flurries
possible tonight. Continued

Tom Massie Resigns Post
Wilson's decision and his decision
alone," Massie said after reading
his statement of resignation.
Massie said the resignation
"irons out a problem." He added,
"There'll have to be something
else between Wilson and Metts.
Massie, in charge of cominunity
affairs for the Corrections Department, directed that 17 men at a
baltyPay 111Ce. _operated by
Dismas House be tranSfirred to —
the former Paducah city jail,
which has been leased by the Corrections Department.
On Oct. 30, the men were moved
to quarters vacated by irisoners
at the Kentucky State Penitentiary who had been assigned temporarily to the old jail.

said he • opposes the t:v
windfall-profits tax imposed .r;
domestic crude oil because it
reduces the capital needed for in
vestment.
Despite the suggestions troni
Baker and Weidenbaum. Senate
sources say Stockman gave tcw
Senate Republicans a
"preliminary" look at the 1483
budget proposals last week and
that they did not include tax increases. _
Instead, sources said Stockman
reported that _Reagan intends to
seek a new round of deep cuts in
domestic prOgrams. combined
with about $18 billion-in reduct nit is
in benefit programs for 1983 and
1984. There would be nil cuts in the
defense buildup. other than the $11
billion reduction already planned
for 1983 and 1984, sources said.
The result would be (Molts of
well over $100 billion through 1986
figures the administratii-,n and
many senators say are unacceptable.

Disability Homestead Exemption
Will Apply For 1981 Tax Year

Deputy Corrections Head
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — In a
move that averts a possible
disagreement between the Iwo top
leaders of the state Corrections
Department, Dh
ept -Corrections
Commissioner Tom Massie has
•
resigned.
'Massie, 40, had been suspended
for 15 days without pay last week
by department secretary George
Wilson. The-suspension concerned'
Massie's handling of a _situation
involving a halfway house at
Paducah in October.
, State Transportation Secretary
Frank Metts, Who oversees the
Corrections Department "wanted
Massie fired," Wilson said Monday.
l'Ia! suspension was "... George

Stockman has targeted for further
cuts next year
"I agree with ... others who say
that you've cut all you can cut for
all practical effect from discretionary programs and that there
may be some of them that you
may have to go back and repair
some of the damage that's been
done," said Baker.
He gave no hint as to which programs he considers immune to
further cuts or which ones might
need more money.
While Baker was talking about
tax increases, the chairman of the
president's Council of Economic
Advisers was calling for faster
decontrol of natural gas prices
coupled with a new tax apparently
aimed directly at consumers.
Murray Weidenbaum told
reporters that would lead to increased production by industry
and greater conservation by consumers facing higher prices.
But in suggesting a new tax on
decontrolled gas, Weidenbaum

todays's index

a -1r

FIREMEN'S CHRISTMAS PARTY — Members and little sisters
- of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity are lending a helping hand to the
firemen by wrapping packages to be distributed at the the annual
Christmas party for needy and underprivileged children in Calloway
County. The party has been setfor Dec.23 at 9 a.m.
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cold with lows in the low to mid
20s. Highs Wednesday In the
low to mid 30s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
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Fair and cold. Highs will be
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Attorney General Releases Buyers'Catalog
By HERBERTSPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — You
have just received merchandise in
the mail that you didn't order and
you want to know what to do.
Turn to page 88 of the Kentucky
Consumer Catalog and you will
find out you are under no obligation to pay for it.
However, if you are a member
of a buying club that operates on
the "negative option plan," you
cannot consider such items as unsolicited merchandise. Such plans
are covered further in the next
section of the catalog.
The 136-page catalog that was
released Monday by state Attorney General Steve Beshear
contains a summary of state and

Polish..,
reported strikes Monday in the
Silesian coal mines, steel mills in
Warsaw, Katowice and Krakow;
the big Lenin shipyards in Gdansk, where the union was born in
the strike wave of 1980; most factories in Poznan and Wroclaw, the
big Ursus tractor factory outside
Warsaw and other factories in the
capital.
The ruling military. council
Premier Wojciech Jaruzelski
named when he declared martial
law Sunday tried to check the protests by putting the steel and coal
industries and other factories
under military control. This made
strikers in them liable to prison
terms or even the death penalty.
Police and troops surrounded
several of the struck plants, including steel mills in Warsaw and

The Murray Ledger & Times
(USPS 306700)
The Murray Ledger & Times is published every afternoon except Sundays, July
4, Christmas Day, New Years Day and
Thanksgiving Day by Murray
Newspapers Inc , 106 N 4th, Murray, Ky.
42071 Nrcond Class Postage Paid at Murra‘ Kv 42071
SUB:SCHIPTION- RATF_S• In arms.
served by carriers, $IN per month,
payable in advance. By mail in Calloway
County and to Kenton, Hardin, Mayfield,
Sedalia and Farmington, Ky , and Paris,
Buchanan and Puryear, Tn $24 50 per
year. By mail to other destinations 139.50
per year
To reach all departments of the
perspaper phone 753-1910

federal consumer laws written in
layman's language along with tips
on how to avoid problems in the
marketplace and what to do when
a problem occurs.
...catalog covers hundreds of
consumer topics from advertising
guidelines and automoibles to
vacations and warranties.
"I have often said that in the
consumer area,the best long-term
investment we can make is in consumer education," Beshear told a
news conference.
Beshear released the catalog in
conjunction with the proclamation
of Dec. 13-19 as "Consumer
Education Week" in Kentucky by
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
Beshear said that with a drastic
decrease in emphasis on con-

From Page 1)
Krakow, witnesses reported. Warsaw Radio, in a broadcast
monitored in West Germany,said
there were between 20 and 50 arrests of "irresponsible Solidarity
extremists" at the bii Huts steel
mill in Katowice.
Solidarity militants distributed
leaflets calling for a general strike
Monday, the first work day after
the Communist government proclaimed a state of emergency,
suspended the 9.5-million-member
union that had been challenging it
for 16 months and rounded up
thousands of union leaders and activists.
One member said the union-was
stunned into inaction by the
removal of its leaders, hence the
sporadic response to the strike
call. But independent reports

Airport Board
To Meet Tonight
The regular quarterly meeting
of Murray-Calloway County Airport Board will be at Western
Sizzlin Steak House, 12th and
Chestnut Streets, at 6:00 p.m.
Tuesday,Dec. 15.
In addition to routine business,
several matters pertaining to improvement projects at the airport
will be considered.
Airport Board meetings are
open to the public.

ft4b

ALBUM

sumer education on the federal university along with agencies
level by the Reagan administra- and organizations that are in
tion, the responsibility of direct contact with consumers
educating the public in Kentucky such as the Bureau of Social Serwill fall more heavily upon his of- vices, county extension services
fice.
and senior citizen centers.
He said individual consumers
also will have to assume more
Individual copies of the catalog
responsibility for educating can be purchased from the Atthemselves.
-This catalog is a very direct
way of educating Kentuckians in
consumer matters," Beshear
said.
The catalog was produced with
a $26,000 grant from the U.S. Office of Consumers'Education.
Beshear said approximately
2,000 free copies of the catalog will
By SAMUEL KOO
be distributed statewide to each
Associated Press Writer
high school, public library and
VATICAN CITY.(AP) — Pope
John Paul II refused today to
change the Roman Catholic Church's ban on either artificial birth
control or on giving the
sacraments to divorced Catholics
who remarry. from Warsaw said the shock apIn his most comprehensive
peared to be wearing off, and the statement on family issues, the
survivors of the roundup Sunday pontiff rebuffed American
were beginning to try to Catholics and declared that the
reorganize. However, they were truth "is not always the same as
hampered by the government's the majority opinion."
disruption of communications
The document represented the
throughout the country.
pope's verdict on a package of 43
Normal communication lines secret recommendations made by
abroad of The Associated Press the world synod of Roman
and other Western news agencies Catholic bishops last year.
also were cut Monday.
During the month-long meeting,
Although the government claim- some of the American bishops
ed Sunday that Solidarity's na- asked for a reappraisal of the contional leader, Lech Walesa, was traception policy, saying those
not among those arrested and in- who violate the ban on artificial
terned, he was reported being held methods are often conscientious
incommunicado .outside Warsaw
after the government apparently
failed to get him to appeal to the
workers not to strike. Union
sources said they didn't want him
to make any statement unless it
was recorded at a factory before
witnesses to insure that he was not
under "psychological duress."
The government media sought
By MIKE SHANAHAN
.
to minimize the Polish protest
Associated Press Writer
against the crackdown. PAP, the
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen.
official Polish news agency, said
William Proxmire is giving the
the country was quiet and most
Navy his Golden Fleece award of
factories were working normally.
the month for housing a bull for
But it admitted there were excepsix years as part of a purported
tions.
scientific experiment that PenIn Warsaw,the public flocked to
food shops and cleaned them out tagon officials now concede had no
Monday, many of them by 10 a.m. value.
In 1980, Sylvester the Bull was
Warsaw Radio Said there was little food in the storehouses, and shot and an autopsy concluded
farmers might be "forced to that the animal "appears to be
essentially a normal bull although
deliver such goods to the state."
somewhat obese."
Sylvester initially cost $300, plus
$700 in feed costs. Over six years,
according to Navy spokesman Lt.
Cmdr. Tim Taylor, Sylvester cost
about $13,000.
Sylvester's story was disclosed
today by Proxmire, a Wisconsin
Democrat who awards the Golden
Fleece for wasteful government
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Until Christmas

Catholics.
They cited surveys indicating
that 76.5 percent of American
Catholic women use some type of
artificial birth control method and
only 29 percent of the Catholic
priests in the United States
believe such contraception is immoral.
The pope, however, emphatically rejected artificial contraception, saying it "degrades human
sexuality" by permitting couples
to act as "arbiters of the divine
plan."
The only "lawful birth regulation," the pontiff continued, is the
so-called rhythm method of sexual
abstinence during a woman's fertile period. He said "every effort
must be made" to spread
knowledge of "the body's rhythms
of fertility to all married people
and to young adults."
The 167-page document also
made these points:

- Catholic education must
stress self-control and the "absolute necessity" of chastity.
— "Trial marriages" are unacceptable because they amount to
"an experiment with human beings."
— Pastors should not turn down
couples asking to be married in
church for motives which are
social rather than religious unless
they reject "explicitly and formally what the Church intends to do."
— The church must "tirelessly
insist" that the work of women in
the home be recognized and
respected. "The true advancement of women requires that clear
recognition be given to the value
of their maternal and family role.
The mentality which honors
women more for their work outside the home than their work
within the family must be overcome," he said.

Golden Fleece Award Goes
To Navy For Housing Bull

NOW
OPEN
SUNDAYS 0
Blackford House
Bright's
Corn-Austin
Dwight's
Graham Jackson
Lerman's
Littleton'S
Mademoiselle Shop
National Store
Specialty Shop
Wallis Drug

The catalog was compiled under
the direction of staff member.
Susie Oldham, with the help of a
12-person advisory panel of

volunteers.
Beshear also announced Monday that Brown has reappointed
the 14 members currently serving
on the Consumers' Advisory Council, and added two new members
— Ed Hessel of the Better
Business Bureau of Louisville and
Dr. Joseph Leibman of Frankfort.

Pontiff Bars Contraception
Sacraments For Remarriage

DOWNTOW
OPEN NIGHTS TIL
8:30 P.M.STARTING
DEC. 14TH

torney General's consumer protection division for $3.50, which
Beshear said would cover printing
and postage costs.
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spending. •
According to Proxmire and
Taylor, the bull was bought after
former Deputy Defense Secretary
William Clements briefed an influential congressman about a
controversial Navy program
designed to improve communications with submarines around the
world.
Variously named ELF and
Sanguine, the program called for
the construction of 28 miles of
above-ground cables to transmit
radio waves into the air and back
down into the ocean.
Fear of ill-health effects had
stirred local resistance in various
states where the Navy proposed to
install the system, including
Wisconsin and Michigan.
In 1974, Clements, now the
governor of Texas, was asked by
former Rep. George Mahon, D-

Tex., if Sanguine damaged beef
cattle.
Clements responded that the
Navy was running a study on cattle at Clam Lake, Wis., headquarters for Sanguine.
In fact, according to Navy
documents, there was no study.
"It has been determined that no
one has ever heard of the bull
idea,"said a Navy memofrom the
time,according to Proxmire.
So Clements ordered Sylvester
purchased.
Over the years, various Navy
scientists questioned the quality of
any study involving just one bull,
and there were questions raised
about the danger posed by a bull
kept by himself in a Navy facility
unrelated to livestock.
But the Navy, apparently fearful of upsetting Pentagon officials,
kept Sylvester until 1980, when he
was shot. -

Virginia Tops 1980 Fatality Mark
For Mine Industry-Related Deaths
BIG STONE GAP, Va. (AP) —
Two recent mine-related deaths
near Oakwood in Buchanan County have raised the number of industry fatalities to 15 in 1981,three
more than the toll for the
preceding year, state officials
say.
One fatality occurred last Tuesday at Island Creek Coal Co.'s
Virginia-Pocahcntas No. 6 mine,
when a tractor-trailer driver was
crushed by a row of belt material
he had just delivered. The belt
weighed nearly 5.5 tons.
Ralph Stowers of Bluefield,
W.Va., a Smith's Transfer
employee, was preparing to leave
and was unable to close his trailer
doors because the belt on a fotklift
was in the way, said Lewis
Wheatley, assistant director of the
Virginia Division of Mines.
Stowers called for the forklift
driver to move it back.

Wheatley said the driver did so
"He evidently failed to see the
and had stopped the vehicle when
edge or he was over before he
he noticed the belt was moving. It
knew," Wheatley said.
rolled off the forklift and covered
The number of fatalities has
the three to four feet to where
grown nationally as well. The 1980
Stowers was closing his trailer.
toll across the country last year
The forklift operator told
was 133, and now the number is
Wheatley he shouted a warning to
144.
Stowers, who had his back to the
Twenty-seven of the deaths hapbelt, but Stowers either did not
pened over a five-day period, bethear or did not have time to get
ween Dec.3 and 8.
clear.
Besides the two Virginia deaths,
William Jennings Fields, 30, of
three coal miners died in a roof
North Tazewell, died Dec. 7 after ,fall at a West Virginia mine, eight
the end-loader he was operating
more in a Kentucky mine explowent over an embankment at a
sion, 13 in an explosion at a mine
surface mine operation and fell
in Tennessee, and there was
about 190 feet. Fields worked at
another in Indiana.
the Judy C Coal Co.
United Mine Workers President
Investigators from the Division
Sam Church Jr. contends that inof Mines checked the vehicle and
adequate manpower and low
found its brakes and other equipmorale within the U.S. Mine Safement working properly. Wheatley
ty and Health Administration
said Fields lived for more than
were contributing factors in all 27
two hours after the accident.
deaths.

'Tis The Season For Shoplifting
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
The Christmas crush in the nation's stores is causing the traditional seasonal increase in shoplifting and some experts say the problem is worse than usual this year
because of the recession.
"The economic situation is making shoplifters out of people who
used to be $7- and $8-an-hour factory men," said Herb James,
manager of a J.C. Penney store
outside Detroit.
"We're getting ... people who ordinarily would be. honest. But.
-they're—trying t% maintain the
same standard of living (as when
they were working)," James said.
Judi Rogers, the director of the
National Coalition to Prevent
Shoplifting, a non-profit group
based in Atlanta, said 45 percent
of all shoplifting occurs during the
it lis of the year.
last three
She and others say the crowds

that time of year act as protective fight shoplifting. But they do say
coloration. "The opportunities they have beefed up security to
arise where the shoplifters can stop shoplifters. Cathy Gucfas, a
really go crazy," said John spokeswoman for Sears, Roebuck
Piasecki, security chief at the and Co., said the store hires extra
Century III Mall in West Mifflin, personnel at Christmas. J.C. PenPa.,just outside Pittsburgh.
ney's James said a closed-circuit
Larry Conner, director of television system has just been inShoplifters Anonymous in. stalledinhisstore.
Philadelphia, said people '
don't
• - But Mrs. Rogers said increased
want to cut down on Christmas
security
is only a partial answer.
giving even if they are in finan"We've got a real educational procial trouble.
"The problem comes with so- cess to go through" to make the
public understand that shoplifting
me one who , just went on
unemployment and is accustomed' -is arrime,she said.
- a certain kind-of -Christmalk”
--Thema-are nonabonalfigures owsaid Canner, who works to the number of people arrested for
rehabilitate shoplifters."They see shoplifting; the legal definition of
things on TV; go out to the stores shoplifting and the way it is
and See people shopping. And categorised vary from area to
their answer.to it it, 'I'm going to area. But Mrs.'Rogers said the
take something."
cost of shoplifting in 1980 was
Individual reta ilers 'generally estimated at $24 billion — almost 7
are reluctant to discuss the cents out of every dollars the
specific steps they take to try to retailers take in.
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President's

advisers want
Richards gone
WASHINGTON — President Reagan's top aides
want him to dump Richard Richards as Republican
national chairman and replace him with Sen. Paul
Laxalt (R-Nev.), the president's close friend and
counselor.
Long-simmering dissatisfaction at the White
House with Richards' performance since taking
over the party's reins last January erupted Nov. 28
when he predicted the ouster of David Stockman as
budget director and Richard V. Allen as national
security assistant.
White House political aid Lyn Nofziger, who had
,been a sponsor of Richards for the job in the first
place, has recommended that Richards should go.
That view is shared by the president's top three
senior staffers: Edwin Meese III, James Baker III
and Michael K.Deaver.But Reagan himself has not
yet decided.
Laxalt is the choice of the White House senior
staff to replace Richards, but he is not eager to take
that post. In addition, the new Republican National
Committee rule requiring a full-time chairman
would have to be repealed for Laxalt to be elected.
Whether or not Richards actually will be replaced
depends on the speedof the White House in getting
the president's approval, selecting a successor and
finding a new job for Richards. With planning
underway for the 1982 mid-term election, presidential aides said next January's meeting of the
Republican National Committee is the effective
deadline for replacing Richards.
"You know how hard it is for this administration
to fire anybody," one White House aide told us. "It
ought to be done, but I can't guarantee it will be
done. The first requirement is that Dick Richards
go up, not out. Nobody wants to make him look
bad."
The first sign of a serious intent to get rid of
Richards came this week when White House personnel aides began seeking a high-level-post for
him. They specifically are eyeing a federal
judgeship for the 49-year-old lawyer from Ogden,
Utah.
•
Richards, a party leader in Utah and longtime
Reagan backer, has been criticized from the moment of his selection for the party post as the
Reagan administration began. He began his term
by rebuffing the "New Right" as "one of the tough
problems" he will face and has attacked independent campaign expenditures by the National Conservative Political Action Committee (NCPAC).
His organizational efforts preparing for the 1982
campaign have been called inadequate by state
party leaders.
-But what has really caused Richards trouble has
been his tendency to shoot from the hip verbally, as
in his attack on "the so-called black leaders,the socalled civil rights leaders. the black ministers." According to one presidential aide, "Dick never has
really gotten the knack about how to speak for
publication."
Richards thought he was not speaking for
litiblication at a closed-door fund-raising party in Cincinnati Nov. 28 when he predicted the ouster of
Stockman and Allen. Although reporters were not
invited to the function, his comments were reported
by the Cincinnati Enquirer and later confirmed by
Richards.
"As Yogi Berra said, he made the wrong
mistake," one presidential aide told us. Baker, the
White House chief of staff who previously had been
a strong Richards supporter, gave him a scolding
over the telephone.
Next to Laxalt, the leading candidate to succeed
Richards would be Texas Republican Chairman
Ernest Angelo. Other possibilities are State Chairman Frank Fahrenkopf of Nevada and Republican
National Committeeman Jack Courtemanche of
California.

by m, c. garrott

Looking back at some of the colorful
front yard displays at Christmastime
Much of the fun of the Christmas
season in bygone years was gathering the family in the car and driving
around town or the neighborhood to
see the many different kinds of
decorations on the homes and lawns.
There would be Santa Clauses —
complete with sled and reindeer — on
roofs, Santas climbing out of or into
chimneys, homes completely outlined with colored lights, almost lifesize
nativity scenes and all kinds of other
bright, cheery and interesting arrangements to see.
I was reminded cf this while watching television the other evening.
Being shown was the home of a
Chicago couple in which there were
200 decorated and lighted Christmas
trees of all sizes — all inside, mind
you.
They started 20 years ago and kept
building their supply of decorations
and adding more trees until this year
more than 60,000 people are expected
to stream through their house —
which they throw open to the public
—at no cost to see all the trees, their
decorations and all the other holiday
arrangements they have displayed.
It takes this couple four months to
get all this ready, and three more to
label, package and put away
everything. That leaves them only
five months in which to rest.
We never dreamed of going to such
an extent in Christmas decorating,
but when we lived in St. Louis, front
yard and front-of-the-house displays

at Christmas was quite the thing.
The folks really went all out in a
sort of friendly competition to see
who could come up with the most
original or elaborate decoration or
display for their home, and some
were simply amazing.
There were all kinds of contests
sponsored by Chambers of Commerce, civic clubs and the like
among the 100 or so incorporated
municipalities which make up St.
Louis County. Our town — St. Ann —
was no exception, and one Christmas
in the early 1950s I had a brainstorm.
As a result, we came up with a
lighted Christmas greeting display in
the front yard which not only got a lot
of attenton, but got me through
several Christmases. It was a sort of
"living" greeting from the Garrotts.
First, we took a full length picture
of each member of the family all
bundled up in winter coats, hats,
scarfs and gloves, and with each
holding a blank piece of white poster.
board about 12 x 24 inches in size.
Granny, Cathryn's mother who
was living with us and very much a
member of the family, was included.
Once these pictures were
developed, a friend in downtown St.
Louis tc.-2k them, blew them up and.
printed them in life-size photo-stats,
which he then mounted on a /
1
4-inch
backing and cut them out.
When we got these home, we were
ready to put together our display and
make that brainstorm a reality.-

By Ken Wolf
That "Eastern Establishment" economist John
Kenneth Galbraith has recently seen fit to write his
memoirs; in them, he recalls this sage piece of advice that he says he gave John Kennedy in March of
1962. In urging KennOy to accept defeat in South
Vietnam,Galbraithtoid him:
"Politics is not the art of the possible. It consists in choosing between the disastrous and
the unpalatable."
This is, of course, true only when your side is losing.
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Now,you talk about a traffic stopper,
that Christmas display stopped traffic. At times, we could peep out and
see four or five cars parked in front
of the house while their occupants
viewed it.
Later, one of our across-the-street
neighbors shared with us his first
reaction to it.
"When I first saw it," he said, "I
wondered what you all were doing
out there in the yard. Then about 30
minutes later, I looked out again and
you were still there. I said to Gold,a
(his wife),'Look over there. The Garrotts have been standing out there'
holding those signs for more than
half an hour.' Then we came over for
a close look and saw the big
photographs."
Once Christmas was over, - we
carefully packaged and stored the

cutouts and used them again the next
year.. and the next. Irifact, we used
them until the kids pleaded with us
not to put them up any more because
they had so greatly outgrown their
cutouts and were reluctant to pose
for up-to-date ones.
Since then, my Christmas-1
decorating aptitude seems to havO,
deserted me in the wake of escalating
electric bills. We've settled for a
lighted wreath, an occasional Santa
or some sort of simulated wrapped
package arrangement on the front
floor. It was fun, though, back yonder
trying to come up with something -original and appropriate as well as
attention-getting for the front of the
house at Christmas time.
Perhaps, however, it is well that
we as a society have gotten,away
from all this in recent years. With the
price of gasoline like it is, you'd have
to open a Christmas Touring Club
saving account to have enough
money to see them all.
All is not lost, however. It takes only a little gasoline and a.few minutes
to drive through the city park right
here in Murray and see the clever
"Greeting" displays erected along
the roadways there. Each year, a
new one or two are added.
'We take the time to do this without
fail every year. It's.heart-warming
and will give you a Christmas lift. .
I strongly recommend it, be ye
young or old.

Ten years ago
An average of ;43.33 per hundred
weight was recorded for second sale
of type 35 one sucker tobacco on Murray loose leaf floors.
Murray Firetts were pictured as
they worked on repair of toys
donated for annual Christmas party
for underprivileged children. They
included Linda Prescott, Kathryn
Cain, Charlotte Allbritten, Lillie Mae
Boren and Brenda Newberry.
Twenty years ago .
Duane Lowry, Jimmy °lila and
Phillip Sparks, Murray High School
students, presented a debate about
"Federal Aid _To Education"_ at_ a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club at
Murray Woman's Club House.

4/
RON ?..IS ALL 1111S EXTRA SECURITY
REALLY NECESSARY?
business mirror

Thoughts in season

On the card I was pictured holding,
we printed in large red, script letters
the word "Season's."
On Cathryn's we put "Greetings."
Next was little Kay's with "from
the", and on the one Steve was shown
holding, we put "The Garrotts." That
left Granny holding hers, on which
we lettered,"and Granny,too!"
Fastening these to stakes driven into the lawn with the cutouts, left to
right, me, Cathryn, Kay, Steve and
Granny, we then spotlighted them
from ground level so that giant
silhouettes of the five of us were cast
against the house.

•

by john cuniff

Ignore economic 1ndian-givers
NEW YORK(AP) — After reading
economic forecasts made just two
months ago you would almost have to
believe that this recession rode into
our economy like an errant comet
from outer space.
Lights flashed wildly back then,
but a good many of the forecasters,
including the esteemed
econometrists who paint their
economic pictures by the numbers,
viewed the warnings as mere bugs in
the system.
Perhaps they were overwhelmed
by White House rhetoric or blinded
by the brilliance of their abalyses,
but they missed the forecast. Weren't
things supposed to be getting better?
"The pronounced sag in aqtivity
has once again caught the
forecasting conununity-by surpri/e,"
the Morgan Guaranty Survey
concedesithis week,
Alice Riviin, director of the Congressional Budget Office, noted the
same phenomenon, observing that
the economy is sinking faster than
most forecasters, presumably inchiding those at the White House,

foresaw.
Murray L. Weidenbauzn,chairman
of the President's Council of
Economic Advisers, warns that
several more months of poor
economic statistics are before us and
advises us -- in words delivered at an
October business conference — "it is
extremely important to recognize
that we have anticipated for some
time that this situation could arise."
That admission might surprise a
lot of people who until the last few
yeeks had heard so many White
House people from the president on
•down assure the populace that talk of
recession was ill-informed.
Now that the comet has struck,
however, all the forecasters are busy
with the gathering of new data. The
e6onometriciaris have fed - new
numbers into 'their models, and the
new forecasts are making their
appearance.
Once again they promise that the
economy is inherently stronger than
we might credit it with being, and
that by the middle of 191241 will have

shaken off the impact of the collision
ith the comet.
n the meantime, the real world afflicts everyone. The housing and
automotive industries have been as
close to being wiped out as they have
been at any time since the Great
Depression. Unemployment seems
headed toward 9 percent. And only
the most optimistic or unrealistic
retailers are looking forward to a
very busy holiday selling season.
But shining through the gloom are
lower inflation rates and lower
interest rates, and with them all the
possibilitiei they suggest. An
affordable house, perhaps, and
maybe an opportunity to own a car
with pajfments you can meet.
Small blessings, perhaps,butifyou.
can consider them that way you have
the best proteetion-Atainable. .
And you can ignore those economic '
Indian-givers who forecast good
times and then take them away with
no apologies, who promise you the
world and then let sour world be
walloped by a comet from outer
space.

The Rev. and Mrs. Paul _ C.
Mosteller and children, Anne anil
Cliff, missionaries from Vrachinburi,
Thailand, presented a program at
Baptist Training Union, First Baptist
Church.
Thirty years ago
Disabled veterans of Murray met
at Freeman Hotel to plan for gifts to
be sent to Veterans' Hospital, Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Murray State College
Thoroughbreds beat Morehead 74 to
62 in an Ohio, Valley Conference
basketball game. Garrett Beshear
was high point man for Murray with
19 points.
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Hutchens, Guthrie
Wedding Planned
Mr. and Mrs. Dorris tary education.
Hutchens, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Hutchens was a
announce the engage- member of Delta Gamma
ment and approaching chapter of Phi Beta
marriage of their Lambda business frateryoungest daughter, nity and Gamma Upsilon
Diana Marie, to Don D. chapter of Pi Omega Pi
Guthrie, son of Mr. and national honor society.
Mrs. Ortis Guthrie, Mur- She also was a member of
ray.
National Business EducaThe bride-elect is the tion Association and Stugranddaughter of Genet- dent National Education
ta Harrison and the late Association.
Guthrie is the grandson
Gus Harrison of Hardin
and the late Clarence and of Jennie Guthrie and the
Edna Hutchens of Paris, late C. M. Guthrie of
Tenn.
Lynn Grove and the late
A 1976 graduate of Mar- S. W. and Lou Futrell of
shall County High School, Standing Rock, Tenn.
she is a 1981 cum laude
A 1976 graduate of Murgraduate of Murray State ray High School, he
University with an presently is employed as
associates degree in a chemical operator with
secretarial sciences and Vanderbilt Chemical
bachelor of science Corp.
degrees in both business
Wedding plans are ineducation and elemen- complete.

Rainey 96 fbay
by Rainey Apperson

Diana Marie Hutchens
and Don D. 6u1hrie

Three Births Reported
NANCE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Roger
Nance, Huntingdon,
Tenn., announce the birth
of a daughter, Amy
Carol, weighing six
pounds nine ounces, born
Thursday, Nov. 5, at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The mother is the
former Kathy Whitworth.
Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Lynn Nance,
Cottage Grove, Tenn.,
Tommy Whitworth,
Memphis, and Betty

Whitworth Rayner, Huntingdon.
COLLINS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Collins, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., are the parents of
a son, Michael David,
weighing seven pounds
three ounces, born Monday, Nov. 9, at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. The mother is
the former Cheryl
Hargrove.

MATHIS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Gary W.
Mathis, Rt. 8, announce
the birth of a son, Jacob
Wesley, weighing nine
pounds eight ounces, born
Wednesday, Dec. 2, at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Wayne M. Williams, Murray. Great-grandparents
are Dr. and Mrs. Morris
Atkins, Waco, Texas,
Nova Williams, Murray,
and Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Mathis, Benton.

annual event at Murray State to
signifies the beginning of
Christmas, attracted a large
responsive crowd. Bob Baar and
his chorus were a real delight.
Larrie and Maxine Clark
boosted Christmas spirits tremendously last week when they entertained church circle members in
Helen Bennett's home. L,arrie (in
his best voice) sang several selections of Christmas music, but the
favorite for the day was "The
Real Meaning of Christmas".
Madge Diuguid will be spending
Christmas with her daughter,
Barbara ( Mrs. Richard Mason
and her family, in Paducah. I
know Madge was relieved to be
dismissed from the hospital,
nobody wants to be there for
Christmas.
Mary Curtis (Mrs. John) Taylor
can almost point her car in the
direction of Nashville, Tenn., and
the car could make it on its own.
Mary Curtis makes numerous
trips a year to the Music City, to
play with the Nashville Symphony. She is beginning work on
-The Nutcracker", which will be
performed during the holidays.

ALL THAT NEEDS to be said of
newspapermen (and women) was
said a long time ago by Stanley
Walker a great city editor of the
New York Herald Tribune, who
wrote in 1934:
"What makes a good
newspaperman? The answer is
easy. He knows everything. He is
aware not only of what goes on in
the world today, but his brain is a
repository of the accumulated
wisdom of the ages... He is not only handsome, but has the physical
strength which enables him to perform great feats of energy. He can
go for nights on end without sleep.
He dresses well and talks with
charm. Men admire him; women
adore him; tycoons and statesmen
are willing to share their secrets
with him. . . He hates lies and
meanness and sham, but keeps his
temper. He is loyal to his paper
and to what he looks upon as his
profession; whether it is a profession, or merely a craft, he resents
attempts to debase it. When he
dies, a lot of people are sorry, and
some of them remember him for
several days."

e7)e

Your Individual
Horoscope

The mother is former
Jo Ann Williams. The
father is emploked by Inland Well Service.
Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Joe W. Mathis,
Benton, and Mr. and Mrs.

Congratulations are in order to
Tip and Katie Doran on their recent marriage. Katie is a former
Mayfieldian, who for many years
worked with the Board of Education in Graves County. Katie will
be a nice addition to the city, and
to all of Tip's friends.
The annual Christmas ladies
luncheon was at the Murray Country Club last week. Lois (Mrs.
Don) Keller served as chairman
for this event, and her committee
served delicious food, and the
tables were perfectly beautiful,
done in Christmas green and red.
+++
Newly wed, Phyllis and Gene
McCutcheon will be celebrating
their first Christmas. Phyllis's
father, Judge Earl Osborne, will
not be here this year, because he
is planning to fly out to Nebraska
to spend Christmas with Phyllis'
brother, Bill. The rest of the family will come to Murray for the
day. Phyllis has finally relented
and let the delivery truck bring
her new stove. She laughed and
said that item was last on her
want list, and I must agree.
The Hanging of the Green, the

Fraaces Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 16,1961
What kind of day will tomor- joy opportunity, and . don't
row be? To find out what the dwell on what might go Wrong.
stars say, read the forecast SCORPIO
given for your birth Sign.
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nvetc•
An invitation is likely, but
you may find it difficult to
ARIES
warm up to some of the
(Mar.21 to Aprtj9) gr
If you dilly-dally with an guests. Keep your financial
assignment, you'll find that aims realistic.
catching up will be taxing. In- SAGITTARIUS
clude music or movies on your ( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 )
You work best from behind
agenda.
the scenes. Be noncommittal
TAURUS
in the face of career complica( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Enjoy good times with close tions. It's difficult to raise supties, but refrain from combin- port now.
ing business with pleasure. CAPRICORN
Relations with children are ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19
Superiors aren't likely to
somewhat touchy.
grant requests for extra time
GEMINI
off. Ethical considerations af(May 21 to June 20)
Don't become discouraged if fect financial dealings. Savor
an opportunity doesn't privacy.
develop as you'd like. Avoid AQUARIUS
shortcuts. Honest effort paves Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Double-check costs regarthe way to success.
ding legal advice. Friends and
CANCER . .
money don't mix favorably.
(June 21 to July 22)
Don't let others dampen Get to know people better
your good mood. A family before confiding in them.
member could be trying. Mix- PISCES
ups in communication are ( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Money could become an
likely. Have alternative plans.
issue between close friends.
LEO
The personal touch brings
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
An escapist tendency could career gains, but unexpected
cause you to overspend in developments are possible.
YOU BORN TODAY are
search of pleasure. Be alert to
possible flaws in financial ethical and philosophical. A
natural critic of society and its
agreements.
values, you belong in intellecVIRGO
tual professions. Law,
( Aug. 23 toSept. 22)
You do better by phone than literature, science, teaching
by personal appearances now. and anthropology are some of
-You may-be bewildered by-a the areas which promise you
domestic situation, but be fulfillment. Determine to do
your own thing and you'll rise
compassionate.
to the top. You can succeed in
business aid may also be at(Sept. 23 tO Oct. 72) —
Others may not be tracted tornusic, painting and
straightforward. You'll have banking. You dislike taking
to read between the lines. En- orders.
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By JO BURKEEN
Staff Writer
Christmas will be made
a little brighter for patients at Westview Nursing Home and Long Term
Care Unit of MurrayCoii
C a 1.1.o.w_a
Hospital and for residents
of Fern Terrace Lodge
through services of The
Salvation Army, according to Euple Ward,
chairman of the organization's local unit.
Four hundred toiletry
kits, 250 for women and
150 for men, have been
shipped from the Army's
headquarters in New

JACK NICHOLSON
JESSICA LANGE
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TIN dim.*Imo
alloirie NI•mtar•
'
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DER:

,

Or TI
LOST ARK
APA.WWW

Open Nights Til 8:00 P.M.

York to the local service services for assisting in
unit here for distribution wrapping the kits for the
to local shutins. Even the shutins.
Included in this group
paper, donated by
Hallmark, was sent free were Kathy See and Tamfor wrapping the kits, m y McCammon,
Louisville, Lady Jackson,
Ward said.
Ward said the gifts will Mt. Pleasant, Tenn.,
,delivered to the nurs- Laura Melugin, Paducahing and personal care Beck) Ackermann,
- homes by members and Louisville, Nancy
Moriarty, Frankfort, and
volunteers of the unit.
"This is an extra dona- Rhonda Darnell, Murray.
Also assisting in the
tion by The Army for the
holiday season, and con- wrapping were members
tributions sent to the local of Social Club of Murray
Salvation Army Unit will State University and
not be used for this pro- Youth Group of First
ject in any way. This United Methodist Church.
Ward said "she was ap-.
money is used for cornmunity needs including preciative of the Army:
food, clothing, heat and sending these special;
medicine," Ward added. gifts to spread a little
Members of the Alpha more cheer to the shutins,
Omicron Pi Sorority of and also to those groups
Murray State University assisting in preparing the
have volunteered their gifts for distribution."
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Fill Family Service
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Salvation Army Donates
Gifts For Local Persons

On All Fall &
Winter Merchandise

The Following Stores in
Dixieland Shopping Center will be
open Sundays 1-5 beginning Nov. 29th

Buckingham Ray
Wild Raspberry
Bamboo Garden
Town & Country
Dor Mae
Watkins
Green Door
Murray. Leather Shop
Suniet Boulevard Music
Dennison- Hunt
and
The Cherry[hooch

WRAPPING GIFTS—Members of Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority, Murray State
University, wrapped gifts for The Salvation Army Service Unit. They are,from
left, Rhonda Darnell, Becki Ackermann, Lady Jackson, Nancy Moriarty, Tammy McCarnmon,Kathy See and Laura Melugin.
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Community Events

HEALTH
Tuesday,Dec. 15
Retirees of UAW
Locals will meet at 5:30
p.m. at First Christian

Past possible pregnancy?

h

Lawrence E. Lansb.11-1).
DEAR DR. LAMB — I not get pregnant you abonid wadi as champs I.nom,as
well as presence or Manna
seem to recall that in one of rely on his judgment.
Women can and do get of menstruation to help you
your columns you advised
•K
after your age. It iudge if you are still ovulatwomen not to assume they
are past the possibility of all depends upon whether or ing or not. These and normal
pregnancy for at least two not there are any more ova reproductive cycles are din
years after they have had being formed and if an occa- cooed in The Real* Letter
their last period and after sional ovum is released. amber 17-2, Female Reproall signs of the menopause Women can get pregnant, ductive Function, which I
and there are substantiated am men you. Others who
are over.
want this hum can send 75
I am 53 years old, still reliable records for this, ceitts
with a long, stamped,
having regular periods and even at age 56, some claim self-addressed envelope for
have never had any meno- even older.
to me, hi care of this newsYou may not be able to It
pausal signs. My doctor said
papa, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
when I asked him about the judge what has happened in City
Station, New York, NY
possibility of pregnancy that relation to your menopause 10019.
if
you
are
taking
birth
conit would be a "miracle." On
DEAR DR. LAMB — lam
my medical chart I am list- trol pills. You will have arti- a teen-ager and a very
ed as a "post-menopausal" ficial menstruation when the active athlete. However, I
patient. May I have your pills are stopped once a also have a big appetite. I
thoughts on this matter? I month that may have noth- can easily caesurae 3,000
stopped using any method of ing at all to do with ovula- calories a day. I burn it off,
birth control about six tion. Such periods do not but on occasions when I do
months ago when my doctor mean you have not already not get the chance to
gone through the meno- exercise as
said it wasn't necessary.
much I do gain
pause. The hormones in the some
The
READER
—
DEAR
weight. rd like to
pills
also
may
prevent
hot
two-year guideline is intend- flashes and other symptoms know that I could safely
exercise a little less and eat
ed for women making deci- of the menopause.
less. I was thinking of trying
sions on their own. If your
You can use the tempera- an appetite suppreesant just
doctor is satisfied after
examining you that you can- ture guide and other signs, to lets• a few pounds until I

was down to normal-sued
Murray Assembly No
meals. Are appetite
19
Order of the Rainbow
:
ants safe? I'm =reit:i
scared to try them and for Girls will meet at 7
might just stick to old-fash- p.m. at lodge hall.
ioned will power.
Coldwater Baptist
DEAR READER —
vote for old-fashioned will Church Women will meet
poww. Most diet Wk do at 6:30 p.m. in home of
have some undesirable side
effects. Some can cause you Valerie Henderson. A
to be nervous because they potluck supper will be
rontain a nervous system served.
stimulant such as caffeine.
Poplar Spring Baptist
You have made an important point. When a person is Church Women will meet
active be uses lots of calo- at 7 p.m. at Western
ries and many former ath- Sizzlin'Steak House.
letes get fat because they
stop being athletes and keep
on eating the same number
Murray Lions Club will
of calones. May I surest have its annual
that you might change the
kind of foods you eat? Use Christmas party at 6:30
more low-calorie foods such p.m. at Calloway County
as salads without rich salad High School.
dressings and avoid sweets
and fats. That change alone
Martin's Chapel United
may put you back in calorie
balance when you cut down Methodist Church
on your physical activity.
Women will meet at 6:30

Lochie Hart Speaks
At Magazine Meeting

datebook

seeroritN meet Without Partners will
Cathy Mattis and Linda have a general meeting
Haverstock presented a Friday, Dec. 18, at 8 p.m.
Lochie Hart spoke tings and lithographs of absence of Millie Graves, program about "Aerobic at American Legion Hall.
about the Boy Scout Norman Rockwell.
hospitalized at San An- Dancing" at a meeting of Glenn Riley, a chapter
Museum recently acIn her comments, Hart tonio, Texas.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of spokesman, said the only
quired by Murray State projected 40,000 tourists
Hart and Hortin were Beta Sigma Phi Sorority qualification for joining
University and scheduled with 18,000 scout introduced by Marjorie Nov. 19 in Community
PWP is to be a single
to be opened to the public organizations will come Major. Frances Brown, Aoom of Hopkinsville parent by reason of
by fall of 1982 at a yearly to Murray for this vice president, presided. Federal Savings and
death, divorce or separameeting of Magazine tourist attraction. She Members voted to send Loan.
-tion.
Club Nov. 20 at Holiday said 64 countries with $25 to Western State
puppets
about
A report
Inn.
four million members Hospital, Hopkinsville, and bags given to General meetings are
first and third Fridays of
Hart said the museum had scout organizations.
`gifts
for
Christmas
for
pediatric patients in the month. Additional acwill contain keepsakes
Mellie Hortin gave patients.
Murray-Calloway County tivities are scheduled
accumulated by scouts devotional comments
Martha Carter,
was given by throughout the month.
Hospital
for past 74 years. Also in- about Thanksgiving Day. hostess, served dessert to
Lyons and Laurie For information call 1Debbie
paincluded will be 54
She was speaking in 19 members.
Rollins. Barbara 442-6390 or 1-444-9604.
Chilcutt, president,
presided.
Hostesses were Jackie
pen
citi
G. CORN,JR. Gresham and Vicky
Viglet Johnson and
Holton.
Other members pre- M i(rrelle Madrey
"The danger of a broad a third spade. The second
Vulnerab e: North-South. sent were Mary Ann Bar- presented a lesson about
view is that it is often a round of trumps is drawn Dealer: South. The bidding:
row, ha Brown, Rowena "Crime Prevention — at
shallow view." — Sir Arthur and the three high hearts
Mary Graves, November meeting of
Emerson,
West
North East
are cashed, ending in South
Eddington.
Wanda Miles, Joyce Nun- Penny Homemakers Club
1•
Pass
/4
2,
dummy. A deep finesse in 5.
Pass
Pass
Pass
Debbie Villaflor, at home of Maudena Butnally,
clubs is. taken to declarer's
Williams, Glen- terworth.
Barbara
10 and although this loses to
•
Wilson,
Dot Ford, Lin- Devotional
da
West's jack, West is out of. Opening lead: Spade deuce
thoughts
Both declarer and defense
da Lane, Donna were by Kathryn Walker.
safe leads. A heart will give
have views to take in the
up a ruff and discard and a position clear and East Maynard, Debbie Miller, Ruth Parker, president,
play of today's challenging
club will surrender a free might work out that a club Debbie Pardue, Martha presided.
game. East can insure
finesse.
Ryan, Sue Smith, Linda
switch is the best defense.
defeat if he makes a farEast
can
beat
the
game
Walker and Debbie Other members presighted play. Against an

THE ACES®lkA

by leading a club at trick
imperfect defetise, declarer
two. Not so difficult a play
can make his game unless
as it may seem. West's lead
he throws his opportunity
of the spade deuce, coupled
away.
with South's jump to five
East wins his spade king
clubs should make the spade
and continues with another
NORTH
12-15-A
which declarer ruffs.
•8 4 3
make
his
Declarer can now
•K 10 2
•K 1096
game with careful play.
•6 42
If he draws trumps and
finesses twice in clubs WEST
EAST
•AK.11095
(about 75 percent). both •Q 6 2
•
9
8
4110 7 6 4
53
finesses lose and the game
52
•7 3
goes down one. To succeed, •
4K,195
467
declarer must first lay some
SOUTH
groundwork.
7
After ruffing the second
IP A Q J
spade, declarer should lead
4AQ.11iit
a trump to dummy and ruff
4 A Q 103

THE NATURAL WAY
TO LOSE WEIGHT

?

Call today for a (rev( onsultation

"The Viii

12-15-B

•A K J 1095
•7 4
•7 3
487

Students Featured

South
I.
I

North
14
1 NT

Four Murray students thbrook, Ill.
at Radford College, RadANSWER: Two spades. ford, Va., have been
They are Lisa K. Cates,
Close to an invitational featured in fourth annual Kathryn J. Copeland,
jump to three spades.
The National Lisa C. Green and Connie
However, the "sure plus," edition of
,recognition D. Klein.
Dean's
List
nod.
gets
the
honors,
with
publication honoring colStudents are selected
Send bridge questiow to The Aces, lege students published for recognition by their
75225,
Texas
Dallas,
12363,
P.O. Bo:
by Educational Com- deans or on their school's
witkaell-addreased stamped trrIcse_
munications,- Inc., Nor

for root,

dean's list.

NO ,11()P1'N0111211,S N()( ONIIIA( 1')
,
401.4
43

IN\

South holds:

Woods.

Pre-Xmas Sale

LOSE 17 TO 25 POUNDS
IN JUST 6 WEEKS!
4/

sent were Helen Cole and
Artie Morris. A guest was
pwp
eel
Jean Cloar, county extenGreater Paducah sion agent in home
Chapter, of Parents economics.

Bid with Corn

"641 N.

AT THE tos,f4t

p.m. at Triangle Inn for a floor classroom. Murray- will have a dinner at •
Christmas party and ex- Calloway County Dakota Feed and Grain
Hospital.
and later go to Sondra
change of gifts.
Gallunore's home tor a
sociaThoUr.
Wednesday,Dec 14
Wednesday,Dec.14
Western Chapter, TVA
J. N. Williams Chapter
Golden Age Club will
of United Daughters of Retirees, will meet at 10 meet at 11 a in in social
Confederacy will have a a.m.at Boston Tea Party hall, First United
Christmas party and gift
Methodist Church
Murray-Calloway
exchange at 1 p.m. in
home of Sally Livesay, County Hospital Auxiliary will meet at 11 a.m.
Temple Hill Chapter
1604 Sycamore St.
in education unit at No. 511 Order of Eastern
Star will meet at 7 30
Dairy Wives hospital.
p.m at lodge hall
Homemakers Club will
Thursday,Dec. 17
meet at 11 a.m. in home
Magasine Club will
Twin Lakers Antique
of Mary Clark Hull.
meet at 1:30 p.m. in home Car Club wII meet at 7
Mrs. John - Livesay,
at 1;:ite w a !,
South Pleasant Grove of Sycamore St., with p.m
1604
Restaurant, Drafferiville
Homemakers Club will
Mrs. Hess Crossland as
meet at 11 a.m. in home
hostess.
Butterworth.
Martha
of
Women of
Mur,ra
Journaling Moose will Meet 3 p m
Bible
Overeaters Anonymous Group, First Christian at lodge hall
will meet at 12:30 p.m. at Church, will meet at 7
Murray-Calloway County p.m. in home of Mr. and
Carol Poe ;coup of
Hospital.
Mrs. Bill' Marvin, 1658 First Baptist Church
Women will mect at 6.30
College Terrace Drive.
p.m in home of liebeccs
Make Today Count will
Hazel Woman's Club Cunningham
meet at 1:30 p.m. in third

Hospital Patients Listed
12-10-81
Adults 169
Nursery 2
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Champion, baby girl
Vicki I, Rt. 1, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Charolette M. Burkeen,
Box 15, Gilbertsville;
Donna E. Lamb, Rt. 1,
Kirksey; Richard M.
Capra, Rt. 2, S. Fulton,
Tenn.; Edward Sawicki,
Rt.6;.Macie Pullen, Rt. 5,
Mayfield.
Tammy Joe O'Steen,
Box 26; Fulton; James C.
Hammond, Rt. 1, Union
City, Tenn.; Margaret
Ann Sherman, Box 43,
New Concord; Gail A.
Poole, Rt. 4; Debra K.

McCutcheon, B6 Mobile
Home Village.
Mignon Outland, 416
South Eighth St.; Beulah
B. Lehmann, Rt. 3;
Elbert L. Clark, Rt. 1,
Clinton; Thomas E.
Roberts Rt. 3; Madge S.
Diuguid, 102 South Sixth

liari:ts, kt 1.
St.
Ruth Reagan, Fern Gilbertsville; Jerry M
Terrace; Artell M
Ford, 1001 Olive St Elsie
Wright, Rt. 9, Benton; R. Biller, Box 201. south
Lillian K. Dunn, 1715 Fulton, Tenn., i;toria
Olive St.; Audrey Wilkin- Jean Morgan, lit 7;
son (expired), Fern Ter- Vicky A. Sinclair, 212
race; Novella B. Glenhaven Road, Paris.
Stracener, Box 173, Tenn.
Carol Sue Stom, 221
Fulton.
12-11-81
Adults 159
Nursery 4
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Yates, baby girl i Debbie),813 Bagwell.
McDermott,. baby girl
(Jennifer), Rt.9, Benton.
Tubbs, baby boy Tammy), Rt. 1, Hardin.
DISMISSALS
Donna J. West, Rt. I,
Sedalia; Sue D. Madden
and baby girl, Rt. 5,
Paris, Tenn.; Mary M.
Coley, Rt. 1, Paris,
Tenn.; Teresa A. Sayles,
Rt. 2, Camden, Tenn.;Marie E. Miller, Rt. 2,
Hazel.
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Almo; Charles W Rose,
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Nellie S Farris-, 1203
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Prices Good Thru Sunday
Mon.-Sat. 9-6 Sun,12-6
641 N.& Bel Air Ctr, Murray
Quantities Limited
On Some ftemp

Men's Western
Hats
Reg. 13.88-15.88

9.00

Mens Split
Leather
Gloves
Asst. Colors
Reg.6.44

ItiSS

non
Mens
Cardigan
Sweaters •100% Acrylic
Super Value
Hipolite
Marshmallow Creme

3

FOR

•

'Assorted basic
and fashion
styles
'Assorted colors
'Sizes S. M, L, XL

MEM

II

Norelco Rototract
Razor

•7 Ounce jar
•Limit 3

Model HP 1602
Pop Out Trimmer
Shaving Head Pops Up
For Easy Cleaning

Everyday Low Price
General Electric
AM/FM Portable Radio

24.97
•Slide rule dial
'Automatic AC/DC
switching
•No 7-2850

Reg. 42.83

36.44

Mens Deluxe
80120 Down Vest
•80/20 Down fill
'Reversible tan to plaid,.
navy to plaid
•Available in our Sporting
Goods Dept.
•Sizes S. M. L, XL
•No. WD-06

Save 9.87
Battery Powered
Ride On Toy Airplane

Mens Long Sleeve
Knit Shirts
'Brushed acrylic and acrylic
*Assorted sweater knit styles
in many stripe patterns
'Assorted colors
*Sizes S, M, L. XL

10" Leather Top
Canadian Boots

49.00

ModeI4090K, Rugged Leather
Uppers, Vulcanized Quality
Rubber Bottom. Reg. 22.96

•Battery & recharger included
'Two 6 volt motors
•For ages 2-7
•No. PP9081
•Reg 68.87

:44
4

Men's Quilted
Corduroy Shirt
Asst. Solid Collars
S-M-L-XL Reg. 18.44

Super Value
Kenner
Mini-Wave Oven

12.93

'Uses only one 100-watt bulb
•Bakes almost twice as fast
as other toy ovens
'No 15710

Panasonic
Portable Tape
Recorder

Mens Reversible
80/20 Down Vests
•Tan/dark brown, navy/brick or
silver/gray
•80/20 Down fill
'Available in our Sporting Goo&
Dept.
'Sizes S-M-L-XI
•No. WDO2A

Big Smith
Quilted & Nylon Jackets
Asst. Solid Colors
M-L-XL
Reg. 15.88

Model RQ-2734,
AC Built-In Auto Stop,
One Touch Recording '
Condser Mic
Reg. 2..544

21.97
Hurry You may never see prices THIS LOW again!
4
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Incredible Savings thru Sunday!(
e•
Boys
Western

Save Up To 5.88
Jr., Misses and
Half-Size Dresses

Jr. & Misses
Sweaters

00111ME•

•80% Acrylic. 20% nylon
*Many styles
'Solid pastel colors
*Sizes S.M.L

16 88 19 88

'Choose from our er'Irr
selection of dresses in
these price ranges 'Size-.
3-13.8-18, 14 :-?4'

20 8/4 24 88

Erb0
Reg $1800

Save Up To 30%
Ladies & Girls
Fashion Knee Highs
Jr. & Misses
Brushed Tops
•100% Acrylic

•Choose trorn a large selection, ,
Fall and Spring colors
•Peg 1 46-1 66

•Many styles
•Our entire selection of
brushed knit tops
•Sizes 3-15: S. M, L
\J\eliki

Save
.4 Up To 3.97

8

$

Reg.
/ 9.97-12.97

Ladies Terry
& Satin Wraps

Jr. & Misses
Panne Knit Tops

•Acetateinyion satin
'Poly/cotton terry
'Short 33- dressing
wrap
'Assorted colors
•Sizes S. M L

•85/15 Panne acetate/nylon
'choose from our entire
selection of panne knit tops
'Many styles & colors
•Sizes S. M, L

'Choose trom a great
selection of styles
and colors at this
super low price

Fisher Price
Movie Viewer
Ages 3-10 Includes
Walt Disney's Most
Popular Cartoon Characters
In Motion Picture Cartridge

Lotus 24 Piece
Beverage Set

Misses & Full
Figure Cardigan
Sweaters
•Acrylic
*Choose from many styles
& colors
'Sizes S. M, Land 34-40,
42-46

`41

Reg 8.97

Save

Jr. & Misses
Fashion Pants
*Choose from a wide
assortment of fabrics,
many styles
'Sizes 5-13. R-18

Girls Dresses
'Polyester/cotton blends
*Choose from a large
selection of holiday styles
in many colors
•Sizes 7-14

Wow!
Clip out
these ViAL-MAAT Off Reg.Price
=Pons VALUABLE COUPONmll
for
I Boys 3 Pair
ube Socks withc"P"
incredible
bargains. WAL-MART 2.00
Reg 2.86

Deluxe Hard Mix
Christmas Candy

With Coupon

Fits Sizes 5-7
Bikini or Briefs
Reg. 1.56

White or Red
25.4 Fluid Oz

1r)(,r)

•

•AiSOOed C,
_)r)rr.

arid sly)e.,
•Nr•

A

•

With Coupon

1 Lb. Bag Reg,97'

_Ladies Panties
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Grape Juice

Off Reg. Price
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-
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Friedgen,CCHS Reeord First Win
most of her junior varsity
players and by the fourth
period the entire Lady
Laker lineup consisted of
substitutes. All 15 Lady
Lakers logged playing
time with 12 managing to
score.
CCHS out-shot the Lady
Bulldogs from the field,
26-12, and were more accurate from the line, six
of 11 to five of 16 for
FCHS.
Fulton City's only
double-figure player was
guard Angela Jones, who
paced her team with 11.
The Lady Lakers shut
down the Lady Bulldog's
inside game by limiting
FC's center Becky Smith
to only two field goals and
six total points.
Fulton City dropped to
1-2 on the year and await
January 8 when they'll

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Gloria F riedgen said it
"seemed like forever"
before her Lady Lakers
finally put the right combination together and notched their first basketball
victory.
But Monday night, the
screams and cheers of
happiness coming from
the Calloway County
locker room didn't seem
to last long enough for
Friedgen.
After losing three
straight games by an
average of 19 points each,
Monday's 58-29 victor),
over visiting Fulton City
came almost too easy, too
good to be true. And
although she was pleased
with the results, "a win's
a win," she said,
'Friedgen wasn't about to
rest on one victory too
long.
"It was good we won
this one because it's the
last time we play before
the holiday break and it'll
help our momentum
when we come back," the
Lady Lakers' first year
coach said. "I was disappointed in our ability to
break the press, even
though we worked on that
in practice. When we
pressed we got a lot of
breaks, but they weren't
caused by us. We were
getting compensating errors when Fulton-was trying to adjust."
CCHS pressed early
and led easily at the half,
32-14, behind Donna
Hoke's 12 points and 10
from Rachel Lamb.
Friedgen felt secure
enough by late in the
third period to insert

DOUBLE-FIGURE SCORER — Murray High's
Kim Tharpe (34) shoots two of her 20 points against
Trigg County Monday night.

Wl&V2511[A1V4WWQW VC4IP%

host Farmington in their
next game. The Lady
Lakers ( 1-3) also host
Farmington in their next
contest, January 5 beginning at 6:30p.m.
CCHS had reason for a
double victory celebration Monday after the
Lady Laker junior varsity squad humbled the
Lady Bulldogs,62-6.
The Lady Laker JVs
improved their seasonal
mark to 3-1 under the
direction of John Orr and
the 10 point scoring of
both Vicki Houghton and
Tammy Treas.
CCHS(51)
Doyle 4 0-28: Todd 3 0-16; Hoke 611-0
12. Overby 12-34; Hooks 23-47; Lamb5 •
0-1 10; Houghton 0 1-4 1; Treas 1 0-0 2;
Coles 10-02; Winchester 10-02; Anderson 10-02; Ford 10-22; Willuns00-20.
'FULTON CITY(39)
Smith 22-66; Ray 20-24; Cann 20-0
4; Jones 5 1-3 11; Ferrell- 0 0-1 0.
Whitesell 11-33; S.Sutton 01-21.
32, FCHS 14,
Halftime

-.C HS

FIRST WIN — Calloway County High coach Gloria Friedgen (center)
recorded her first victory at CCHS with a victory over Fulton City on Monday.

Greene, Tharpe Score 44

Lady Tigers Turn Back Trigg,59-40
The Lady Tigers handed Trigg County a 59-40
loss, their second in five
games, but it took a
second-half surge to send
the visitors home in
defeat.
Monica Greene exploded for 24 total points and
eight rebounds and Lady
Tiger teammate Kim
Tharpe added 20 points
and nine boards to outgun the Lady Wildcats.
Tharpe hit a dismal
zero of four field goals in
the first half, yet came

back with a five of six
performance in the second half.
"There's something
about playing Monday
games that cause us to
have a mental lapse,"
Fisher said. "We had a
halftime talk that kind of
encouraged them to do
better in the second
half."
Fisher's lockerroom
pep talk produced 23
points in the third period,
prodding the Lady Tigers
to increase their halftime

Wr%50%%IrIlICVIkW.MIOMOTOPPEMPE)31

"LANE"
ACTION RECLINERS

lead from 22-21 to 45-30 by
the beginning of the
fourth frame.
The Lady Tigers outrebounded the Trigg
visitors, 45-25, and shot a
sound 41..7 percent to the
field to only 26.5 percent
for Trigg County:
Guard Velvet Jones,
although she only shot
one of five from the field,
was a Lady Tiger focal
point with 13 rebounds
and five assists. "You
can't measure her worth
to the team by the
number of points she
scores," Fisher said
about Jones, "She's what
makes us go."
Trigg County utilized
aggressive guard play to
maintain a tight reign on

Everyone's favorite chair. Action recliners are comfortable.
We have sizes for all size people. Lane Action Recliners are
built to give you years of service. . .We have them in many
styles and colors - wall huggers
and rocking recliners.

the hometowners in the
first half, but the 44 inside
points by Greene and
Tharpc made the winning
difference in the second
half for the Lady Tigers.
Nannette Torian and
center Lanora Henderson
combined for half of the
Lady Wildcats' points.
Thursday the Lady
Tiger varsity team plays
a solo game at home
against Carlisle County.
Tipoff is scheduled for
7:30 p.m.
The Lady Tiger varsity
squad appeared to have
an easy time with the
Lady Wildcats, but the
junior varsity matchup
was an entirely different
story.
Kim Greene's five
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&SPORTSWEAR LU /0 Off sizes2raddkr fin 14 LU /0
All Boys
In 0/ Men's Western 41)0/

$ 1 3900
•

Jackets LU /0 off PWSZU/0 off
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DRESSSOOTS

Furniture Exchange Company
Paris, Tenn.

209 North Market St.
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GIRLS $1n00
BOOTS off iII

One Pop ladies

Ph.642-2272
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20% Off
Men's Polyester Saltedise

HIT

Ili The Dream
of Every Girl. ..a

4

5

SUITS & SPORTCOATS

A Gift To
Cherish A
Lifetime .
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All ladies

Lay-A-Way
For Christmas
Delivery!
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SPECIAL
PRICES
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Before You
Buy
See Our

From

TRIGG COUNTY(40)
Nannette Tonan 5 2-6 12; Lanora
Henderson 2448; Cannon Vinson 22-2
6; Angela Dillard 30-06;„1.Wilford 02-5
2; T.Morris 0 2-4 2; Y. Hailtolia 0 2-3 2;
C Mack 02-22_
Halftime — mns R.TCHS 21.

Mee's

i

Our Chair - Recliner and Rocker Department
Selection Is Large and Our Most Popular
Christmas Gift...
We Have In Stock Over 300 Chairs For You
To Choose From

1,ANE CHEST" "

MURRAY HIGH(59)
Thorpe 510-1220; M.Greene 104-524;
Jones 1 0-1 2; Schanbacher 1 0-0 2;
K Greene 14-66; Ridley 01-42; Thompson 20-04.
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Pnced

Angie Dillard paced
Trigg County with 11. The
game was tied at 30-all at
the end of regulation
play.

Mee's

Priced From

$ 149 $

points and three rebounds
salvaged a 39-34 overtime
victory for the Lady
Tiger JV squad. Diana
Ridley added 11 points
while Greene totalled
seven in the win.
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Track Trust Funds Examined

OVC Names Hood
Player Of Week

Money To Amateurs May Be Allowed
three-day meeting of the 1:41.724, and we rounded
IAAF Council, followed it to a hundredth of a seby talks with Juan An- cond higher according to
ROME (AP) — The In- tonio Samaranch, presi- our rules," Holt said.
ternational Amateur dent of the International
The IAAF also took acAthletic Federation has Olympic Committee.
tion on several sanctions
softened its stand on
The IAAF Council said imposed against athletes.
athletes receiving money
through "trust funds" it would tighten its rule on It reduced to 18 months
while vowing to tighten doping controls, exten- its bans on American
Its controls on doping at a ding them gradually from discus thrower Ben
meeting of the. IAAF, international events to Plucknett and Australian
shot putter Gael Mulhall,
domestic competition.
Council.
both charged with having
IAAF President Primo
In a separate an- taken anabolic steriods,
Nebiolo said Manday that nouncement, IAAF Nebiolo said. He added,
the council could Secretary General John hoever, that Swedish
recognize a trust fund Holt said the group had sprinter Linda Haglund
that included money from ratified Briton Sebastian had been banned for life
sponsors, industries and Coe's world record for the on the same charge.
organizers "to help them 800 meters as 1 minute,
Plucknett had been
with training and ex- 41.73seconds.
stripped
of his world
penses, and the rest when
"The record was first record of 237 feet 4 inches
they retire."
given as 1:41.72, but a in the discus following a
The announcement closer check of the of- lifetime ban earlier this
came at the end of a ficial timing put it at year.
By ENRICO JACOMINI
Associated Press Writer

Nebiolo said the IAAF's
new stand on payments to
athletes was only the first
step toward setting
precise standards for
amateurism.
"We are acting within
the limits set by IOC Rule
26 on eligibility," Nebiolo
said. "Our athletes must
be able to keep on competing in the Olympics.
"But we can't ignore
what they lose in terms of
their careers and earnings when they are involved in sports. We are
not blind and we don't
like lies. The IOC has accepted our stand, but we
still have a long way to go
for a definition of all problems."
Nebiolo said the problem of payments did not

come from the Olympics,
World Cup or other international events, but from
meets organized on the
domestic level.
"We have decided to
extend our control over
these meets," he said.
"We split them into two
groups. Group A will include all major events, no
more than 30, and we will
have an IAAF technical
delegate and doping controls at them.
"Group B must have no
more than 70 meets. We
have set these standards:
scheduling by the IAAF
of all events and participation through applications to the national
federations, no longer
through contacts directly
between organizers and
competitors."

Atlanta Hopes Dashed, 21-16

Rams, Falcons Must Wait Until Next Year
ANAHEIM,Calif.(AP)
— The Los Angeles Rains
were already looking
ahead to next season.
Now it seems the'Atlanta
Falcons are,too.
"Realistically, we're
going to be at home at
Christmas time just like
the Rams," Atlanta
Coach Leeman Bennett
said Monday after Los
Angeles dampened the
Falcons' playoff hopes
with a 21-16 victory.
"It looks like we finally

finale at Atlanta, they
could possibly finish as
one of six NFC teams
with 8-8 records. The
NFL's complex tiebreaking system would
then_ determine the wildcard berth.
Atlanta's loss assured
Philadelphia of the other
NFC wild card spot.
Wendell Tiler ran for
two touchdowns, the last
to bring the Rams from
behind with 7:17 remaining in the game.

ran out of chances," said
Falcon quarterback
Steve Bartkowski, who
was held in check by the
Los Angeles defense.
"Obviously I'm disappointed, but we were
simply outplayed in this
game."
Atlanta, 7-8, still has a
slim shot at the lone remaining National Football Conference wild bard
berth. If the Falcons whip
Cincinnati in next Sunday's regular-season

Trailing 16-14, Los
Angeles went 80 yards to
Tyler's 7-yard scoring
run with the help of two
pass-interference calls,
against the Falcons' Bobby Butler and Kenny
Johnson. The penalties,
which occurred two plays
apart, moved the ball all
the way from the Rams'
20 to the Atlanta 7.
Despite those two
mistakes and an interception off Bartkowski that
ended the final Falcons'

CFA Fails To Gather Support
The CFA, which includes all major football
schools and conferences except the Big Ten and
Pac40, tentatively ratified the NBC contract by a
33-20 vote Aug. 21. But in the meantime,the NCAA
mounted a vigorous lobbying campaign, including
threats of sanctions or outright explusion of CFA
schools who adopted the NBC pact.

KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP)— A victorious NCAA is
holding out the olive branch to rebellious factions
within the College Football Association after the
CFA admitted its bid to take control of television
rights had failed.
Tom Hansen, speaking Monday for NCAA Executive Director Walter Byers, also said "it was
fairly obvious" at the end of the association's
special convention Dec. 4 that a majority of the
CFA's61 members would side with the NCAA.
Arthur A. Watson, president of NBC Sports, announced in New York Monday the CFA had been
unable to gather enough support for its four-year,
$180 million contract. The NCAA, which has always
controlled football telecasts, has made a $283.5
million deal with ABC and CBS for the same period,
1982-85.

The turning point, everyone agreed, was the
special convention in St. Louis Dec. 3-4 when about
40 schools were trimmed from the 137-member
Division I-A,the top football division.
CFA Executive Director Charles M. Neinas said
from his home in Boulder,Colo., Monday that he did
not view the setback as a victory for the NCAA.
Hansen, an assistant executive director of the
NCAA,later agreed.
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Diller or Dollar
&Mind League
W
Team
38
East Y Grocery
30
Paradise Kennels
30
lima:my Tree
29
Micky Strikes
23
Carpenter's Cleanup
18
Three
The Lucky
High Team Game(SC)
Paradise Kennels
The Honey Tree
Ciwpenter's Cleanup
Higb nom Game(HC)
The Hooey Tree
Paradise Kennels
Carpenter's Cleanup
High Team &rim(SC)
The Hooey Tree
Paradise Kennels
Carpenter's Cleanup
High Tema Sales(RC)
The Honey Tree
The Lady Three
Paradise Kennels
HI.lad.Game(SC)
Nancy Todd
Peggy Bebber
Becky lbws
Helad.Game(BC)
Nancy Todd
Betihee
Haws
High lad.Seim(SC)
Nancy Todd
Becky Haws
Peggy Behber
High lad.Series(BC)
Becky Haws
Todd
Nancy
Peggy Bebber
High Averages
Pat Hemeirode
IsisSmith
tiascar
tips
d
ham
Semi,
Hada Bennett
Peggy Shoemaker
Mary Moat
Sally
eleSaaer
Peggy

EX

hope at the Ram 7-yard
line with two minutes remaining, Bennett said an
earlier play made the difference.
"I felt the key was the
interception by Nolan
Cromwell when it looked
like we were going to
score," he said. "That
was a swing of 10 or 14
points."
With Atlanta at the
Rams' 11 late in the second quarter, Cromwell
picked off a Bartkowski
throw three yards deep in
the end zone and raced 94
yards to set up a 3-yard
touchdown run by Mike
Guinan. That gave Los
Angeles a 14-10 halftime
advantage.
Tyler's other
touchdown came on a 6yard run earlier in the second quarter.

the only team to slip from
the Top 20.
North Carolina was
L
tabbed No.1 on 42-of-48
18
first-place ballots. The
X
X
Tar Heels, now 4-0, col27
33
lected 1,137 points in the
38
voting by a nationwide
459
of sports writers
panel
457
a and broadcasters.

Junior forward Ricky
Hood brought the Ohio
Valley Conference's
Player of the Week honor
to Murray State after
leading the Racers to
three victories in their
last three appearances.
Hood, a 6-foot-7
transfer from Montgomery, Ala., scored 42
points and was good on 17
of 20 field goal attempts
to gain the honor. Defensively he grabbed 33 rebounds, blocked four
shots. and recorded two
steals.
His 18 pulls and 16 rebounds were instrumental in the Racers' win
over Youngstown State
last Saturday and his four
free throws in the final
1:06 of the Akron game
-helped clinch the first
OVC win of the season for
Murray State.
Hood leads the OVC in
rebounds 111.1 per game )
and in field goal percentage with a 62.5 average
He also ranks No.2 in
blocked shots with six.
Hood is the second OVC
player selected this
SLAMMER — Ricky Hood was named the Ohio season, the first went to
Valley Conference Player of the Week for his per- Western Kentucky's Tony
formances In the past three games.
Wilson.

EKU Kicking Game Receives
Credit For Colonel Success
RICHMOND, Ky.(AP)
— Eastern Kentucky
Coach Roy Kidd says the
kicking game got his Colonels into this week's
NCAA championship
match against Idaho
State.
"We received an excellent effort from our
kicking game and you
have to have it to win the
big games," Kidd said.
"You can do everything

01;ooh at why

re
we'

else well, but lose
because of your kicking
game."
Punter Lanny Sanders
survived Boise State's fl
man rush and dropped a
punt on the Broncos' 7yardline with less than
two minutes to go.
But Jamie Lovett,
Eastern Kentucky's
barefoot sophomore
kicker, was the man of
the hour last Saturday.

u,r Jtore

Braving snow and wind,
Lovett booted field goals
of 44, 31 and 32 yards as
the Colonels prevailed 2317.
"Give the credit to the
line. It takes 11 people to
make those kicks and I
haven't had one blocked
all year,"said Lovett.
The Broncos had blocked four field goals in four
previous games, "but
thanks to our line, they
didn't even come close.'

cAro
. ima_l

"It's a victory for the fans who watch TV and for
the young people who play the game," he said.
Hansen and Byers are in San Diego, Calif.,
negotiating a supplemental television contract with
cable companies.
"Let's also hope the misunderstandings and apprehensions have been put behind us now," Hansen
added.
Nevertheless, the explosive issue of cable rights
is expected to dominate the NCAA's annual convention Jan. 11-13 in Houston. The policy-making NCAA
Council has proposed a constitutional amendment,
dubbed "proposal 47," which would give the NCAA
control over all football cablecasts.
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600
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1257
1247
1242
1740
1718
1706
209
181
10
243
234
25
523
475
459
643
625
610
173
172
158
146
144
141
140
138
136
136

Tiger Boosters
Murray High School
will be sponsoring a
basketball booster room
Friday when the Tigers
host Trigg County.
The booster room will
be open before the varsity
tipoff and during halftime
of the varsity game. The
public is invited to attend
free.

College
Basketball
North Carolina continued to dominate The
Associated Press college
basketball poll and
Newt 141-Las Vegas was

Give A Gift For The
Whole Family...
A Gift Certificate
From Gibson Ham Co.

SELECTION
We Owe a via

1.) Men's Slacks
2.)Sport Shirts
3.)Sweaters
4.) Wallets
5.) Belts & Ties
6.)Socks & Ties
7.)Pajamas

They Can Select From:
Country Ham
Sausage
Pork Chops

Steak
Bacon
Frozen Vegetables

And Don't Forget Gibsons Will Ship A Christmas Ham
Anywhere In The U.S.A.

Guaranteed Tender

$1 29

Wholesale& Retail Meat

'GIBSON HAM cp-.
117 N. Sal St.

Phelps 753- PUP
11101IRS;7:1111-5:011 Ski. 4e4.

We Mcg4
STemPs

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray."

SERVICE
Yaw II est trissmy
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GIFT WRAP
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225 Lb. To 325 Lb.
Sides of Choice Beef
*Chow For Cirttiag, Wrs.n
Fres:*
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let Tait Mod sees

SATISFACTION
WI want you Is be
happy with goer
psicluesess ken OW
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1* IT'S ALWAYS A SPECIAL DAY AT NATIONAL STORES
YOUR HOMETOWN DEPARTMENT STORE
$1•••

I

MairtStreet, Murray, Kentpcky
Mon:-Sat. 930 til 5
214.
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS
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Southern States

Winter Provides Time
For Household Chores
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HAM DAY
Friday, Dec. 18, 1981

4
47,

r.•

FHAC Committee Ladies
Will Be Serving FREE
Ham Sandwiches 11-1 p.m.
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Country Ham Given Away
Register At Southern States
Any Time That Day. Drawing
Friday Dec. 18, 1981 at 4 P.M.
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(No Purchase Necessary-Need Not Bo Present)
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SPECIALS
(Friday Dec. 18 Only)
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An Hot Point Appliances
All G.E. Appliances
Reduced

%
%
%

While Your Here, Let's Talk About
Our New Pre-Payment Plan For
Chemicals A Fertilizer

-

oi

FLOOR

VERTICAL AND ANGLED WOOD SIDING highlight the
exterior of this one-story, passive solar design house. A
south-facing solarium and sun garden act as collectors of
solar energy which is soaked and stored in the masonry wall
and floors. Plan HA1132K has 1,883 square feet. For more
information write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope — to architect Charles Koty, 27 Barry Park Court,
Searingtown, N.Y. 11507.
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Ponderosa
Insert

Hutch
Rebel
36"

Reg. $599.95

Reg. $799.95

Sale

Sale

;

in Ladies' and
l• Junior Sizes .
•Blazers
*Pants
*Skirts
*Blouses
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4499559995
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Men's S/M/141
Boys S/M/Lin
Little Boys, 4-7
ENTIRE STOCK

25%

..,_

I

Dacron Hollofill
Down Filled
iig Pull Zipper
Water Repellent

010

1
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23-1

COORDINATES

and Boy's
WI
114i
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Just in time to solve
her gift problem!

fzirfq
10%

INSULATED
VESTS
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SALE

1 To S P.M.
Nights Until 8 P.M.

SALE.

Men's & Boy's
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- PRE-INVENTORY

Open Sunday

CHRISTMAS
(

PLAN

HA I I 32 K

753-1423

gip Industrial Rd.

eerie rot 2

0

All Wood & Coal Burning
Stoves At Wholesale
j,
Prices

OFF

OFF
MURRAY

Ar

RENTAVSALES

CENTER

HAGGAR

200 E. Mon
0

753-8201

0

Men's Dress

SLACKS
Texturized Woven
in Solid Colors

Smartly tailored
in pretty styles she
will love for the
Holidays and long after!

Magic Stretch gives
You the good looks &
comfort you want

e,

Sizes 29-42
Values
18. to '29.

By BARBARA MAYER take all the books out of
the bookcase, dust
AP Newsfeaturea
There is no place like thoroughly and examine
home, especially in the their condition.
—Redo the worst closet
winter time. These days
when darkness sets in at 5 in the house — the one
p.m. are perfect for mak- you can hardly open. If
ing a list of things that that is too big a
need doing around the challenge, choose the
house and then perform- closet in the foyer or hall
where company coats are
ing chores, one by one.
What sort of projects? hung.
—Replace the tiny dark
Here are several ideas
with one that profixture
thoughts
the
from
culled
of home furnishings vides better light, or
decorating professionals. change the bulb. Repaint
Some or all of them are the closet or, better yet,
bound to make your home wallpaper it in a pattern
a more comfortable or compatible with the
r00111.
organized environment.
—Buy some matching
—Take an inventory,
room-by-room, of fur- storage boxes for the
nishings and accessories, closet shelf or do it the inincluding appliances and expensive way by coverhome electronics by ing plain boxes with
brand, model and serial decorative stick -on
number, as well as silver, paper. Coordinated
artwork and other hangers also give the
closet a pretty look.
valuables.
If you've no mirror in
Estimate the cost of
foyer, mount one on
the
make
replacement and
sure your insurance is the interior of the closet
adequate to cover it. Ins- door. Below the mirror,
tant photographs of try hanging one of the
valuables like antiques new wire storage bins for
and artworks are useful guests' gloves and
in case of fire or theft. scarves.
—Reframe some picKeep two copies of the list
— one in your possession tures, or frame
at home and one in a something you have been
meaning to hang for a
place outside the house.
time. Investigate the
long
is
list
a
Making up such
also a good method of tak- do-it-yourself frame
ing stock. Perhaps you shops which are open in
have something valuable many localities.
—If you have a
that you never use and
fireplace or wood stove,
could sell.
—While you're getting cook a meal on the fire
your house in order, find and dine by candlelight.
a place to centralize A pot of soup or stew,
home office chores such bread baked ahead of
as bills paying and time and fresh fruit are
simple and delicious.
storage of papers.
—Straighten out your
You will need a used or
new file cabinet,a desk or kitchen drawers, discartable to write on, some ding anything you
drawer space to store haven't used for six monwriting utensils and other ths. Jar lids for which
supplies, a source of light there are no jars,
and an office chair. Keep toothpicks, parts of apall family records in- pliances long gone, pieces
cluding warranties, bills of paper containing
and recipts, tax records messages and unexplainand birth certificates in ed keys can be discarded
the file cabinet, arranged out of hand. Utensils you
rarely use, extra pots and
alphabetically.
Spots for a home office serving dishes and unusinclude foyers, the ed electric appliances
master bedroom, a cor- may require more
ner of the dining room or thought. Try giving these
family room, the kitchen items to a friend who will
or even a walk-in closet if lend them back if you
ever need them.
you have one to spare.
—Repot some plants.
—Refinish or repaint
one kind of pot —
Choose
you
If
an attic "find."
don't have something a traditional red clay is
with character in your inexpensive and widely
own attic or cellar, go available in many sizes —
shopping for one at a and group all the plants
rummage sale or second- together, if possible, on a
hand shop. Some tray covered with pebpossibilities — a mirror bles. The pebbles absorb
with an ornate frame, a excess moisture after.
clothes tree, an old dry watering. The water:
sink or a small table. You slowly evaporates, keep-,
can get a book out of the ing plants comfortable in.
library to learn how to do the dry- heat _of winter
it. (Isabel O'Neil's "The homes.
—Go hunting for new.
Art of the Painted Finish
accessories already
table
and
re
for Furnitu
Decoration" is a good in your possession and
one.) Or take an adult- stored perhaps in a closet
education course that or drawer. An interesting
allows you to work on accessory is a mirrored
your own piece in the perfume tray. Set it on
the dining table with a
classroom.
collection of bud vases or
your
nge
—Rearra
books according to sub- spice jars, each with a
ject. While you are at it, single flower.
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Ladies' "Phil Maid"

Then you must NOT be CHECKING`with HOME FEDERAL!

Nylon GOWNS

.vsFw
Men's Campus

Our CHECKING ACCOUNT is the Best in town because it offers you —

She will love these
soft Holiday colors
with delicate trims

VELOUR
SHIRTS

Values
to 112.

V-Neck &
Collar Styles

-

14
/
1. 5 %

s6
O.

3. No minimum balance requirement

It's that simple and that good!

WHY WAIT ANY LONGER?
Do It Now!Check with us today!

Reg. 19.99 to 29.99

20°/o OFF

Six-Month

bad s

MONEY-MARKET CERTIFICATE

CORDUROY
BLAZERS
Camel Novy Burciondy
Sizes 7to141

"Bates" Full Sze
Antique teVIttite

4

'45. TO '55. IF PERFECT
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monthly

2. No monthly service charge
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LENDER

GIFT klEADQUARTERS
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JE

ANDLOANN ASSOCIATIoN

Main, Murray, Ky:
759-1630

MI MIN Ir
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Sho itevco
for hristmas
and sa

DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS
QQ Men's
Women's
Watches
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Wyba AM/FM
Stereo Radio
With Headphones
Revco's low,
everyday
discount price

$1999
Clock Radio

AM/FM Radio

#3608
Revco's low,
everyday
discount price

Northern
Hair Setter
Revco's low
everyday
discount once

Pollenex Pure Air Shetland Visa
Clairol Body
.
9
,
9
erydAayir Cleaner
Hair Dryer 1200watt #3051 Language OHM 1
R•vco's low,
199 eR,:c°,,,,,;:7",
$829 eRevicessylow, $

599

discount price

Me

discount price

discount price

Master Maid
Coffeemaker
MA303N Makes 10 cups
Revco's low,
$
499
everyday
discount price

While Quantities Last

Free Christmas Album
A $5.95 Value, With A
$5.00 Purchase

SAVE30C
Sylvania
Magicube Or
Sylvania Flip
Flash Single

Holiday Tub
Of Cookies
1 lb.
Revco's low, everyd
discount price
$I 29

Schrafft's Yellow
Rose Chocolates
Asst 1 5 lb
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

$319
Queen Anne
Cherries
8 oz
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

toøles
Cologne-Set

Revco's low, everyday
discount price $i. 9 es.

Emeraude,
Heaven Scent, Tigress
Revco's low,
everyday
discount price

$399
Jovon Women's Musk
Oil "Oath Doutique"
Gift Set

Men's
Cologne Set
English Leather, Jovan Musk,
British Sterling
Revco's low,
$399
everyday
discount price

Hand & Body Lotior62 11 oz
Talc 2 oz . Perfumet4 11 07
Revco's low.
everyday
discount price

$595

Javan Men's Musk
Oil Travel Set
Moisturizing Balm 2 oz
Aftershave Cologne 2 fl oz
Shaving Cream 2 oz
Revco's low,
everyday
discount pnce

'659

Aqua Volvo
"3 For The Money"
Gift Set
After Shave 8 fl or.; Money
Clip, Credit Card Wallet
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

$ 199

BUY ANY 2SINGLE PACKS — I
RECEIVE $1.00 CASH
REFUND FROM SYCY1041A
Pick up mail in rebate
forms at any Revco More
•I

L.••••••••.••••.,

•
0

0
0
(.)

Heeven Sent "The
Fragrance Garden"
Gift Set
Eau de Parfum Natural Spray
Mist 1.5 fl. or.
Bath Powder Shaker 1.75 or.
Revco's low,
everyday
discount price

Revco reserves the right to limit quantities.

Blue Stratos
Gift Set

English Leather
"The Pacer" Gift Set

Cologne 15/8 fl. or;
Aftershave Lotion 1-5/8 ii or
Revco's low,
everyday ,
discount price
$8
79

Aftershave Plastic 4 fl. oz.
Cologne Plastic 4 ff. oz.
Revco's low,
everyday
discount price
$
4
99

IA!
CC

babe
Splash Cologne
1 1/4 11 oz
Revco's low,
everyday
discount price

Available at all Revco Discount Drug Centers including:
••

•

you can get OM,

3:1
rn

0
a.

Evoready Energizer Batteries
2 poi C. D or 9 Vol, Single
YOU $ 429
Revco's low, everyday
discount price St 59 ea
PAY
I u

0
3

WITH THIS COUPON
um,Two 2 CARDS PSR COLIPOw

69'

$499

theREVCO

MB

f
EAERG a ERGIZER

89C

894

NIB Ell UM MIN IMMO OM

SAVE60C

12 oz
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

12 oz.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

0
c

ea

WITH THIS COUPON
Lima
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Commission Given Power To Award Discrimination Damages
sion.
Both Circuit Judge
James Chenault and the
Court of Appeals had held
that the law allowing the
commission to award
damages was unconstitutional because it denied
the right of trial by. jury
and was a usurpation of
judicial powers.
The Supreme Court
The 4-2 decision over- held that the constituturned rulings in the tional guarantees to a
Court of Appeals and trial by jury apply only to
Madison Circuit Court common law.
"Because the right to
that had gone against the
Human Rights Commis- be free from discrimina-

tlIANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The state
Supreme Court today ruled that the Kentucky
Commission on Human
Rights has the constitutional authority to award
damages for embarrassment and humiliation
caused by unlawful
discrimination.

tion based on race, color,
religion, national origin,
sex and age is a creature
of statute and not a common law tort, it does not
fall within the scope of
the right to trial by jury
preserved by the seventh
amendment and by Section 7 of the Kentucky
Constitution," the court
said.
"The statute which
creates a right can
prescribe a proceeding
for adjudication of that
right in an administrative
forum without a jury

trial," the court said.
The court said the
Human Rights Commission's powers are not an
unconstitutional usurpation of judicial powers
because of sufficient
safeguards in the statutes
providing for due process
and judicial review and
spelling out the prohibited conduct.
The court also concluded that no specific
monetary ceiling for the
award of damages for
humiliation and embar--.crn,,nt is constitu-

tionally required.
-Humiliation and embarrassment lie at the
core of the evil which the
Kentucky Civil Rights
Act was designed to
eradicate," the court
said. "If victims are to be
fairly compensated for
these injuries, the factfinder must be free to
assess reasonable
damagess as a jury
would."
The court also upheld
the specific award that
had led to the court case,
saying there was suffi-

cient evidence of humiliation and embarrassment
to award $1,000 to a Richmond woman who was
fired as a waitress
because she was pregnant.
Justices James
Stephenson and Marvin
Sternberg, in separate
dissenting opinions,
disagreed that there was
sufficient evidence to
make the award to Donna
Cooper.
"Although movant
Cooper was angered and
hurt when her employ-

ment was terminated by
reason of her pregnancy,
there is no showing of
humiliation and.„embarrassment," Sternberg
wrote.
"There is a great deal
of difference between being humiliated and embarrassed and being
angered and hurt," Sternberg said. "Neither includes the other."
While Stephenson did
not address the constitutional questions, Sternberg said he agreed with

the lower courts that the
statute unconstitutionally
denies a right to a jury
trial.
In another case today,
the Supreme Court, this
time in a unanimous ruling, upheld an award by
the Human Rights Commission of $750 to Ethel
Clay of Frankfort for
humiliation and embarrassment' when Nelson
Barbour refused to rent
her and her husband an
apartment because of
their race.

Officials To Fight Judge's Order To Release Prison Inmates
!MONTGOMERY, Ala. list of 387 provided by the
( AP) — Top state of- Department of Correcfiials say they'll fight a tions and said they are to
judge's order that 352 be freed Dec. 22. Varner
more Alabama inmates freed 277 inmates on July
with good behavior 25.
Windy Leavell, press
records be released early
because of prison over- aide to Gov. Fob James,
said there is "a good
crowding.
U.S. District Judge possibility" James will
gobert Varner chose the try to block the second
inmates Monday from a release.

James, who supported
the first release, was in
Japan on an industryseeking trip. He is to
return Wednesday night,
and Leaven said a decision would be made
quickly on whether to
sue.
Spokeswoman Janie
Nobles said state Attorney General Charles

Graddick will oppose the
second release but she
"can't say on what
grounds." Graddick,
citing danger to the
public, fought Varner's
first order and lost in the
U.S. Supreme Court.
Graddick says that
more than 10 percent of
those freed in July have

already been rearrested.
Officials close to the
issue said Varner removed from the list those inmates incarcerated for
murder or violent sex
crimes.
Varner gave no reason
for delaying the release
for eight days. But Ron
Tate, spokesman for the
Department of Correc-

tions, said Varner indicated he would give the
public and the Board of
Pardons and Paroles
time to file objections. He
did not accept public
comment before the first
mass release.
Varner ruled Monday
that Alabama has failed
after nine years to comply with federal-court

orders to relieve the
".cruel and unusual
punishment" inflicted on
prisoners by overcrowded prisons. He said 1,447
prisoners are still crowded into county and city
facilities because of a
shortage of space in state
prisons.
He also directed the
state to speed up parole

consideration for inmates
within six months of
eligibility.
Varner says the inmates he is freeing -have
indicated by their conduct they're ready to
come out.
-Obviously, some will
come back," he said.
"You'll find some
mistakes like last time."

Four Die In Head-On Collision

LA-Z-

CHRISTMAS

LINER SALE!

SALYERSVILLE, Ky. along with Harold D. were convicted Friday in
U.S. District Court at
(AP) — A Magoffin Coun- Howard,31,of Edna.
A passenger in the Pikeville on charges
ty family of three and a
member of the county Howard car, Magoffin relating to an electionschool board have died in County Sheriff Thomas fraud scheme. The were
a head-on auto collision "Skip" Salyers, 33, of free on bond pending
on the Mountain Flat Fork, was critically sentencing Jan. 7.
injured, officers said. He
Parkway.
State police say the vie- was then to the Highland
tims of the accident Mon- Appalachian Regional

Salyers was found guilty on one count .of conday afternoon were: Ed- Hospital at Prestonsburg spiracy and 23 counts of

die Montgomery and his before being transferred
wife Patty, both 18, and to Good Samaritan
their 17-montli-old son Hospital in Lexington.
Salyers and Howard
Jason, all of Hendricks

mail fraud, while Howard
was convicted of one
count of conspiracy and
25 counts of mail fraud.
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Toyinaker Luxuriates In Fun
SAN FRANCISCO
(AP) - Welcome to the
Funhouse, Ted Smith,
Prop. Shimmy past the
stuffed rabbits, hang
your coat over Joan
Crawford's face, pull up a
rocking horse and have a
seat amongst the bears.
Here, surrounded by
100 stuffed teddies, an army of clowns and a handful of angels, Smith - entrepreneur, toymaker
and professional clown ruminates, creates and
luxuriates in fun.
"Life isn't worth living
without fun. As long as
you're having fun, it
makes everything a little
bit better," says Smith, a
mustachioed 34-year-old
who has made an art, and
a profit, out of having a
riproaring good time.
Smith,founder of a oneman company called, appropriately, The
Funhouse, is sitting in his
living room flanked by a

lion and giraffe, both stuffed and life-sized.
Off to one side, a
peacock flaunts its
finery; a baby-sized
porcelain angel dangles
overhead; dolls - W.C.
Fields and Mae West occupy a corner. The
walls are covered with
carnivalesque color:
original circus posters,
massive hangings from
sideshows.
"I don't see why people
have to live in dull surroundings," Smith says.
"I think this is good for
me. It keeps me young."
It also keeps him wellto-do, thanks to what he
calls "fun consciousness."
-That's the whole key
to success. If you're having fun at what you're doing, you're going to make
money," says Smith,
gesturing to the centerpiece of this madcar
museum, a shrine to his

latest entrepreneurial
obsession, Joan
Crawford.
Paramount's movie
version of "Mommie
Dearest," the book by
Ms. Crawford's adopted
daughter, Christina, has
earned the late actress a
cult following, and Smith
has come up with some
ways for her fans to
display their adoration.
Shopkeepers from Norfolk to New York can't
seem to keep their
shelves stocked with his
cards and T-shirts,
emblazoned with the actress' image and things
like "Daddy Dearest"
and "The Joan Crawford
Day Care Centre," a
tongue-in-cheek
reference to Christina':
allegations of abuse at
her mother's hand.
In one scene from the
movie, Ms. Crawford
beats the little girl with a
wire coathanger. So for

Christmas, Smith has
created a paper-covered
hanger bearing Ms.
Crawford's face in a
wreath and the words,
"Merry Christmas, you
little ..." an item he calls
"probably the most unique thing to ever hit the
card market."
"I have really come to
love Joan Crawford doing
this," admits Smith, who
painted a 3- by 5-foot portrait of the actress wearing bejeweled tiara and
one of the 30,000 pairs of
false eyelashes from the
Crawford estate.
"There's something
about her ... She's strong,
she's unconquerable, and
yet she was sad. I feel like
she regretted some of her
life," he says, adding,
"I'm not going to stop
with Joan Crawford.
Bette Davis is going to be
next. Then I'm going to
do Judy (Garland). All
the great ladies."

Karate Lessons Dealt Swift Chop
MOSCOW (AP) Private karate schools
have been dealt a short,
swift chop -by Soviet
authorities.
Citing an increase in
violent criminal attacks
and the danger of injuries, the Russian
Parliament has passed a
law banning private
karate lessons and setting stringent requirements for learning
the unarmed hand-tohand combat technique.
-These activities ... are
leading to the application
of alien rituals in our
society by teaching individualism and cruelty,'' said Nikolai
Parkhomenko of the
Soviet Sports Committee
in a newspaper interview.
The prohibition, revealed last week, follows a
series of newspaper articles earlier this fall
detailing street crime by
young "hooligans" trained in karate, and letters
to the editor calling for
tight controls on the selfdefense technique.
So far the ban applies
only to Russia, one of 15
republics in the Soviet
Union, but it is expected
to be enacted soon in
other areas of the country.
The articles said that
self-taught "experts"

were charging exorbitant
fees for private karate
lessons in many Soviet
cities, Including Moscow,
Leningrad, Kiev, Riga
and Tallin.
A letter published two
months ago in the Communist youth newspaper
Komsomolskaya Pravda
told of two "hooligans"
who killed a man in the
Ural Mountains town of
Bolshoi when he tried to
help a 12-year-old robbery victim. Both attackers belonged to the
local karate club.
In Odessa, two young
karate enthusiasts attacked a man at a bus
stop while an older man,
apparently their instructor, criticized their
techniques and finally
gave a demonstration by
kicking the victim in the
stomach, the same
newspaper said.
One letter to the
newspaper recommended that karate instruction be limited to
those who need it -for the
defense of the
motherland."
The legislation passed
by the parliament provides for fines of 500
rubles ($700) or imprisonment for up to five years
for anyone who takes
money to teach karate
techniques, a report in

Trud, a national labor
newspaper,said.
From now on, youths
must be at least 16 years
old and obtain references
from the Communist
Youth League and local
police to receive karate
instruction at state-run
sports clubs,
Parkhomenko said.
Karate has become a
big fad in the Soviet
Union in recent years,
spurred on, in part, by
imported Japanese
adventure movies glorifying the fighting skills.
Last week Tass, the official Soviet news agency,
reported a boom in the
popularity of karate in
Hungary as well.
The state-run Soviet
Karate Federation
claims 30,000 registered
members, and supervises
club matches and national championships in
team and individual
categories.
"It's' i sport with lots of
practical applications," a
federatiqn spokesman
said, when asked to comment by a reporter on the
surging interest in
karate.
Parkhomenko denied
that the recent news accounts had exaggerated
the dangerous aspects of
karate.
-Unfortunately not,"
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SYNOPSIS: Santa. Oonik
and Keotak are going,to visit
the leeAlasle persuade him
to put a stop to the continuous
winter. Tweedleknees.
Santa's helper, has (-mall%
gotten into the spirit of the
thing and agreed to build
Oonik a new sled.
CHAPTER EIGHT

OONIK BUILDS
AN IGLOO
The fairies built up the fire
in the workshop. Sadly they
threw doll beds and toy blocks,
wooden soldiers and boxes of
trucks into the flames. The
room grew warm again and the
fairies stopped shivering and
sneezing and were able to
smile.
But Oonik watched with
tears in his eyes as the
fabulous toys went up in
flames.
"Don't worry," the fairies
said, "We'll be able to make
toys again when Santa destroys the miserable Ice
King.
"He mustn't destroy the Ice
King," corrected the Queen
Fairy."We want winter in the
wintertime but we also want
summer in the summertime.
That's what Santa is to
-straighten-out-with-the-4ov,King. Oh,it will be lovely to see- a flower growing again!"
"Oonik!" growled TweedlekneeeCome here!"
The flappy-eared 'dwarf had
taken apart seven toy wagons
and rebuilt them into a long
red sled with wagon sides for
slats and steel wheel spokes
curved into runners.
"How is thatr demanded
•
--Tweed leknees.
"Beautiful!" exclaimed
Oonik truthfully. "It looks also
very fast."
"Any sled I make is fait,"
boasted Tweedleknees. "The
fairies • have brought in the
reindeers' harness. Hitch up
your dog and you're ready to
go. Oh, and here's sotnething
else you may need."
The gruff old dwarf handed
Oonik an ice saw and a seal
spear far finer than the ones he
had lost on the frozen sea.
"Oh, thank you," said Oonik,
surprised and pleased.
Santa came carrying a sack
of food. "Mrs. Claus'felt so

Wieners

98c

With

Santa's help. Oonik hum a perfect igloo

much better when I told her
my plans she got right out of
bed and made doughnuts and
cookies and gingerbread men
- all for Oonik the Eskimo
boy,she said."
Now Oonik had never in his
life eaten cake or cookies but
when he asked what they were
Santa said, "Never mind
You'll soon find out. I have raw .._
meat here also for Keotuk"
They packed the tools and
food on the sled. Then Santa
and Oonik climbed on and,
while Tweedleknees shouted a
tearful goodt4, away they
went.
Keotuk won. his little seal
skin shoes and, bounded
joyfully over the snow. But the
sled was large and the load
heavy and soon Keotuk had to
Slow down. Again and again
Santa and Oonik got off to
walk but often they fell or got
separated in the falling snow
so finally they stayed on the- sled and let Keotuk pull it as
best he could.
The further they went the
colder it became. This was good
because it meant they were
getting closer to the Ice King's
domain. But finally, Keotuk
could go no further and they
had to stop.
- The snow drifts were packed
so hard it was impossible to
burrow into them for
protection while they slept and
ate.

"I Shall build an"igloo!"
exclaimed Yonik.
"I am afraid it would take
too long." protested Santa.
"Oh, no, replied Oonik."My
father has taught me. I can
build one in an hour. Watch!"
With his snow saw he cut out
blocks of ice from the drifts
Each block was about the size
of a 'LlWali SWItriPte. With
Santa's help, he placed- the
blocks in a circle about eight
feet across being careful to
lean each block inward. The
next two blocks he shaved
down in such away that when
the second row of 'blocks went
On' it spiraled upward and
inward..
Soon the spiral almost closed
over Oonik's head. lie decided
to leave an opening there to let
in light.
But now he was inside a
house with he door. Ile dug his
way out making Iiiziong tunnel
under the wall.
Then he said to Santa,
"Come on in!"
It' was a very tight squeeze
through the tunnel but Santa
made it by pulling in his
tummy and holding his breath.
Then Oonik brought in Keotuk
and pulled in the sled which
was easy because the sled was
long and narrow.
Now they were safe and
warm and not even the Ice
King could harm them.
Next: An Unieekairii Visitor
AP Newsfeatores
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he said."We can speak of
two sides to this type of
wrestling - the excellent
and beautiful sport and
also as an offensive
weapon which is criminal
to use in the absence of
extreme circumstances."
Parkhomenko said
private instructors were
charging 10 to 50 rubles
($14 to $70) a month per
pupil, many of whom
were not physically
qualified to learn the
techniques.
"The source of their
knowledge are usually
foreign textbooks, badly
translated into the Russian language," he said.
Parkhomenko said the
new law "does not close
the path into the sport"
but it makes sure that only physically qualified
pupils are taught by state
instructors under
medical supervision to
reduce injuries and instill
a sense of responsibility.
A form of karate, which
means "empty hand" in
Japanese, was first practiced in India around 400
B.C. by group of Buddist
monks who used it to defend themselves against
wild animals.
Nearly 900 years later
in Korea, the Hwarangdo, young men picked for
training as military
leaders, used karate.
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Sudden Death No Stranger In Coal Fields
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.
(AP) — Sudden death is
no stranger in the coal
fields of Appalachia.
Three mine accidents
in less than a week have
claimed the lives of 24
men in Tennessee, Kentucky and West Virginia.
And doctors say oae of
three miners rescued in
the West Virginia accident might lose both
arms.
At the end of the week,
the nation's 1981 coalmining death toll stood at
143, 10 more than at the
same date a year ago.
Most of these miners
died in the underground
mines of Appalachia, and
most were killed one at a
time, in little-noticed accidents that rated only
scant attention from the
local media. But multiple
death tragedies such as
the three in West
Virginia, Tenneske and
Kentucky also have been
happening more or less
regularly ever since men
began mining coal in Appalachia, about 100 years
ago.
In West Virgnia alone,
more than 20,000 miners
have been killed since

1900. The nation's worst
mining tragedy took
place at Monongah,
W.Va.,in 1907, and claimed 361 lives.
United Mine Workers
President Sam Church
says miners everywhere
cringe each time they
hear of yet another mine
disaster.
"We wonder what we
can do about it," he says.
"We work to train our
people, we do everything
we can to keep these
kinds of things from happening, and yet it seems
they happen anyway."
The three latest
disasters occurred within
six days of each other.
They stemmed from different causes, but the
results were similar. In
each incident death came
quickly, without warning,
and left behind grieving
widows And children.
One Sloan, 39, spent
Tuesday waiting for the
birth of her tenth child
and the body of her husband, killed in the Kentucky disaster. "They
said the baby could come
any time now," she said.
"We won't get my husband's body until

Wednesday morning."
Why do these accidents
occur? Many residents of
the largely rural region
shrug and say simply that
it's God's will. Other, less
fatalistic observers point
to haste, shortcuts and
carelessness, on behalf of
both miners and the companies for which they
work.
But finally, all end up
pointing to the inherent
dangers of coal mining,
commonly described as
the nation's most hazardous industrial occupation.
In the West Virginia accident, an enormous
block of slate fell without
warning from the roof of
the mine.In the Kentucky
accident, officials believe
dynamite intended for
controlled use in prying
loose coal exploded all at
once. And in Tennessee,
investigators say the colorless, odorless methane
gas hidden in pockets
deep beneath the earth
built up in the mine until
a chance spark triggered
a devastating explosion.
Until a couple of years
ago, coal mining deaths

were on the decline in this
country. The drop began
in 1970, after Congress
passed a sweeping
reform package calling
for more stringent safety
precautions and more
frequent mine inspections.
Now, however, the
Reagan administration is
cutting back the number
of federal mine inspectors. The U.S. Mine Safety & Health Administration says its inspector
force has been reduced
by 10 percent over the
past 18 months.
Although MSHA insists
it is meeting federal requirments, Church said
he believed the agency
was not making enough
safety inspections.
Kathy Snyder of MSHA
said later that the agency
completed 93 percent of
its mandatory, scheduled
inspections during the
last fiscal year.
Whatever the reason,
mine disasters occur
periodically. They are duly noted by the national
media, which then turn
their attention elsewhere.
But in the small, rural
communities where they

take place, life never is
the same for the hundreds of people touched
by the tragedies.
In addition to the
families and friends of
the victims, some of the
survivors also are scarred for life.
For example, there's
Larry Clevenger, an 18year-old miner who was
trapped for seven hours
in the roof fall at Bergoo,
W.Va. Clevenger was
able to dive under a mining machine as aa enormous block of slate, 35
feet long and 20 feet wide,
crashed from the roof and
crushed three of his colleagues instantly.
Clevenger sustained no
physical injuries, but he
suffers just the same.
"Larry can't sleep. He
has nightmares," his
mother said last week.
"He still hasn't decided
whether he'll ever go
back inside that mine."
In an interview a few
hours after his escape,
Clevenger described the
accident as "the worst
thing that ever happened
to me."
Roy Conley was the
sole survivor at Topmost,

Ky., where eight Kentucky miners were killed
in an explosion.
Conley, who was 22 last
Wednesday, also can't
Shake the hor-or in his
mind.
"I can't say whether
he'll ever go back to mining," his wife, Glenda,
said. "It hurts him too
much to talk about it."
But if history tells us
anything, it is that these
disasters will do nothing
to keep hundreds of
thousands of men and
women from walking
back into the mines Monday to dig the nation's
coal. In the small towns
of Appalachia, the choice
frequently is between
mining and welfare, no
choice at all for the proud
people who work in this
labor-intensive industry.
Donald Arbogast of
Webster Springs, W.Va.,
worried aloud about the
mine roof the day he died,
according to his brother.
But he also worried about
feeding his five children,
said Walter Arbogast.
"That's why he did it,"
the brother said. "But I
know he didn't like it."

Efforts To Extinguish Gas Barge Postponed
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Efforts to extinghish a burning
gasoline barge on the
Ohio River were postponed today when
firefighters found signs
that the fire was seriously
weakening the metal of
the barge, the Coast
Guard said.
Some firefighters from
Mount Vernon,Ind., were
on the barge as efforts
were made between 6:30
p.m. Monday and 1:30
a.m. today to cool the
flaming hulk with water,
said Lt. Lou Farrell,
Coast Guard information
•
officer.
The firefighters said
cracks occurred where
the cooling water hit the
hot metal, and some sections gave way as they
moved around the barge,
Farrell said.
He also said that as
cooling water entered
portions of the barge,
gasoline flowed into the
river around the barge,
"creating a very
dangerous situation for
the men on the barge."
The decision was made
to hold off on firefighting
WHAT ARE YOV DON&
HERE IN THE DOCTOR'S
OFFICE, CHARLES?

efforts until Coast Guard
Cmdr. Anthony Alejandro, captain of the port of
Louisville, could meet
with firefighters today
and decide the next
course of action, Farrell
said.
The river was closed to
traffic today, but there
was no backlog of barge
tows waiting to pass
through the closed section, he said.
The Coast Guard has
been permitting traffic
one way at a time in
previous days to prevent
a backlog.
New supplies of firefighting foam that arrived late Monday at the fire
scene 75 river miles
downstream from
Louisville remained
unused.
Barge tows had moved
past the fire Monday on a
staggered basis.
Firefighters had spent
three hours Sunday attempting to extinguish
the fire, but abandoned
the attempt when
firefighting foam ran low
and the barge began
listing.
The barge, from the
I'M JUST HERE
FOR A CHECKUP

tow of the Fort Dearborn,
had contained 30,000 barrels of gasoline when the
Fort Dearborn and Bruce
Brown tows collided last
Wednesday.
Farrell said that Sunday, the barge began to
buckle in the middle raising fears that gasoline
from nearly full fuel compartments with heatwarped covers might
start spilling in the river
and catch fire.
Farrell satl the barge
later stabilized but the
heat was too intense for
the firefighters to continue. The effort depleted
most of the fire-fighting
foam and a new supply
was ordered flown in
from Newark,N.J.
During the operation, a
15-mile stretch of the
Ohio River was closed to
traffic for six hours.
On the Bruce Brown,
only the lead barge was
damaged. It broke away
from the tow with one of
its fuel compartments
ruptured and burning.
The fire burned itself out
later, but about 1,000 barrels of furnace oil spilled
into the water.

Both of the Fort Dearborn barges caught fire.
The fire on one barge containing 21,000 barrels of
diesel fuel was extinguished Friday, and
the remaining oil was
pumped from that barge
Sunday.
Capt. Ralph Gustafson
of the towboat Mark
Shurden told a Coast
Guard public hearing
Monday that he had
heard radio transmissions from two other
towboats ,shortly before
they collided last
Wednesday.
But Gustafson said he
did not hear any arrangements being made
by the towboats Bruce
Brown and Fort Dearborn to pass each other.
One of the Fort Dearborn's two barges has
been burning since the
accident.
Gustafson, 31, of
McGee, Ark., said his
vessel was running
upstream about a mile or
so behind the Bruce
Brown, adding that he
had left the bridge 15 or 20
minutes before the accident.
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He said he heard no
whistle signals from the
two boats but said the
Mark Shurden probably
was too far away at the
time.
He said his vessel was
overtaken by the Bruce
Brown about an hour and
a half before the crash
and that the passing ar-

rangement with his boat
was made by radio.
Gustafson also
reported hearing a
broken radio message
from the downriverbound Fort Dearborn
reporting its position
somewhere above the
sharp bend where the collision occurred.

Arms Talks Take Place
GENEVA, Switzerland
(AP) — U.S. and Soviet
negotiators met for two
hours today to discuss
reducing medium-range
nuclear missiles in
Europe.
No details were given
because of a news
blackout agreed to both
sides.
Another session was
scheduled for Friday.
The military takeover in
Poland thus caused no
change in the schedule of
two meetings per week
with a possible Christmas
break. The talks began
Nov.30.
Today's session took
place in the Geneva office
of the U.S. Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency in accordance with the
agreed rotation of sites
between the two delegations.
President Reagan was
quoted as expressing optimism the talks could
lead to reductions in the
size of nuclear arsenals.
His comments were
reported by the head of a
papal delegation which
called on Reagan at the
White House Monday.
The delegation

spokesman, Prof. Victor
Weisskopf, said Reagan
was handed a study commissioned by Pope John
Paul II which concluded
that "the only hope for
humanity is prevention of
any form of nuclear
war."
Another papal delegation called on Soviet
President Leonid
Brezhnev in Moscow today, presenting him with
another copy of the study
made by the Pontifical
Academy of Sciences.
Brezhnev, according to
the Soviet news agency
Tass, assured the visitors
that the Soviet Union will
strive to achieve radical
cutbacks in the nuclear
;tockpiles accumulated
o'on the continent, or, best
of all, to secure the renunciation of all the types of
medium-range nuclear
weapons aimed at targets
4
in Europe."
The Reagan administration has proposed a "zero option" of putting off the scheduled
deployed of 572 new U.S.
missiles in Europe in 1983
if the Soviets dismantle
their SS-20 series
targeted on Western
Europe.
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2. NOTICE

2. NOTICE

Mirrors For Christms
G Complete Glass
Co. has a complete line
of frames and custom
cut mirrors. We do
picture framing and cut
'glass table tops. We
custom make gun
cabinets, show cases
and display cases. Install auto glass, window
glass and plate glass.
Repair storm windows,
storm doors and patio
door glass. M & G Glass
816 Coldwater Road.
753-0180 or 753-2798.
Protect your home.
Install a Grisham adjustable steel security
door. Adjust to fit doors
30" to 42" wide. Also for
6" patio doors. Easy to
install. Murray Lumber
Co. 753-3161.
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NOTICE
win clean gut-

See the Unicorn Gift
the Green
Door

ters and do
yard work. Call
after 5 p.m.
759-9638. Ask
for Carl.

Selection at

Dixieland Shopping
Center
Chestnut Street
Open till 8 p.m.

$25 Free groceries
given by World Book
Childcraft. Register at
Big Johns Saturday Dec
121981.
Any persons who witnessed the accident at
12th and Payne St.
between 11:30 and 12:00
on Dec. 5, 1981 please
call 753-3560.
Attention MDE and
WBE sub-contractors
and suppliers. We are
preparing a bid to be
submitted Dec. 17, 1981
on Waste Water System
facilities in Murray, Ky.
We are soliciting sub
bids on the following
work: earth work, fence
work, landscaping,
paving, piping, precast
concrete, paneling,
ceramic tile, resilint
flooring, painting,
plumbing, HVAC and
electrical plans and
specifications may be
examined at our office
or several other
locations. If interested
in any of this work
please contact us at
once at Service Construction Co. P. 0. Box
40646 Nashville, Tn.
37204, Phone 615-2553161.
Female roommate
wanted to share two
bedroom house. Call 7539265.
For unit Christmas gift
finish your shopping at
Main St. House. Antiques and collectibles.
602 Main.
Grisham Steel Security
storm doors for protection, decoration and
insulation. For details
call Murray Lumber
Co. 753-3161.
Salemans Samples. All
new spring 1982 sportswear and dresses.
Sizes9-10, 10 and 14 only.
Room 153, Murray
Holiday Inn, Friday
Dec 11 and Saturday
Dec 12.9 am to 6 pm.
Santa Suite Rental Mr.
Tuxedo 310 East Main
759-4073.
Sava energy. Buy insulating water heater
blankets for gas and
electric water heaters.
Murray Lumber Co, 104
Maple St.
THE APPLE TREE
SCHOOL provides
quality child care and
educational programs
for ages 2 and older.
Openings for a limited
number of children are
now available. 1503
Stadium View Dr. 7539356.
Visit Hazel Kentucky Antique Mall. Open 5 days a
week.9 - 5. Sunday 1-5.
Watkins specials. Black
pepper, vanilla, menthol camphor ointment.
Trevor or Geraldine
Mathis 753-8284.

Hand tinting an al is
painted in our studio
Come in and see some
samples

Carter
Studio
300 Moon

753-8298

5, LOST & FOUND

Lost
Block and Ton, Male
Doberman in Murray
Ares. Reward offered
for information.

753-6977
_
Black and tan beagle
with collar. 1 year old.
753-3830.
Black female Austrian
Shepard. Has grey feet
and no tail. Wearing a
red and black collar.
Reward offered. Would
previous callers please
call again. 753-8099 or
753-0227.
Lost: Black and tan
male Doberman in
Murray area. Reward
offered for any information. Call 753-6977.

6. HELP WANTED

EXPERIENCED
SECRETARY
*Customary office duties plus
financial and adm inistratiye
responsibilities
•Opportunites in
interpersonal
relationships
with public
'
Salary
negotiable
•Please send
o mpiete-

resume to P. 0.
Box 1040 E. Murray, Ky. 42071
$180 Per Week Part
Time at Home. Weaster, America's foremost dictionary company needs home
workers to update local
mailing lists. All ages,
experience unnecessary. Call 1-716-842-6000.
Ext.5112.
650 acre
west Tennessee farm. 600 herd
feeder pig operation,
100 head cow herd, 200
acre row crop. Send
resume to Terra Farm
P.O. Box 1059 Paris, Tn.
38242.

Low Overhead
No High Rent To P4
Lets Us Sell
For Less
Check Our Prices On

Pioneer
Car Stereos
Expert Service it Installation

WORLD OF
'SOUND
222S. 12th
753-5865
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HOUSES FOR RENT

41. PUBLIC SALE
Garage Sale Christmas
shop with us Thursday.
Friday and Saturday
New and collectible
items. Ornaments
depression glass, crystal,
china, McCoy, Shawnee,
Hull, antique couch, bells,
chain saw, pictures and
much more On 641 South
lkist across State line at
Hazel. 498 8716.
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Emerson

Pogue Rites

Rites Today

Wednesday

Services for Terry
Services for Emma
Christenberry Emerson, Pogue, 93, Berkley,
97, 610 Ellis Drive, were Mich., will be Wednesday
today .at 2 p.m. in the at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
chapel of Blalock- Max. Churchill Funeral
Coleman Funeral Home Home with the Rev. Carl
with the Rev. R. J. Bur- Noel officiating and
poe officiating, Leland Tilghman Barrow direcPeeler as soloist and ting the music.
Pallbearers will be
Dwane Jones as organist.
Pallbearers were Perry Hendon, James
Rupert Emerson, Joe Ed McKinney, Robert
Emerson, J. B. Bell, Jim- Futrell, Barney Futrell,
my Bell, Sam Moss Bell Sam Harris and Clarence
and David Emerson. Heath. Burial will follow
Burial was in Outland in Old Salem Cemetery.
Friends may call at
Cemetery.
The deceased died Sun- funeral home after 6 p.m.
day at 11 a.m. in her tonight.
The deceased died Sunhome.
day at 12:35 p.m. at
William Beaumont
Hospital, Royal Oak,
Mich.

WKMS—FM

Plans Party

Listeners of WKMSFM, fine arts radio from
Murray State University,
are invited to a party.
. Guests are welcome to
.attend an open house and
Christmas party from 9
.a.m. to noon Saturday,
Dec. 19. Listeners are encouraged to drop by the
station and meet with
staff members.
The gathering is
scheduled during the
weekly "Thank Heavens
It's Saturday" program
with host Darrell Haden.
Refreshments and a
tree trimming are planned.
The WKMS-FM, 91.3,
studios are located on the
sixth floor of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Building.

Tobacco Sale
Prices Up
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(API — The average
price for a hundred
pounds of burley tobacco
is up 29 cents at $181.57
from last Thursday's
sales.
A total of 22,022,115
pounds Of leaf was sold on
Kentucky markets Monday.
The Federal-State
Market News Service
said sales for the season
in Kentucky now total
309,225,833 pounds . for
$557,817,754, an average
of $180.39 per hundredweight.
Lebanon had the best
average Monday, $183.48.

Couple To Have
Test-Tube Baby
NEW YORK (AP) -An ovum from a violinist
was fertilized in a
laboratory dish and implanted in her womb last
New Year's Day, and in
October she and her husband became the first
American couple to give
birth to a test-tube baby,
a magazine says.
But the couple kept
secret the story of their
baby girl, Samantha, until Ladies' Home Journal
-found out about it. Then
they agreed to talk about
it, but only if their
whereabouts were kept
secret.
"Clearly, the reason for
the secrecy is that the
Steels want Samantha to
be treated as. a normal_
child," said Myrna Blyth,
the Journal's editor.
"That would be difficult
to do under the glare of
publicity."
Samantha, who weigh-

ed 8 pounds, was
delivered by Caesarean
section Oct. 2 in England
to Laurie Steel, 32, and
her 38-year-old husband,
Jon, a veterinarian, the
magazine reported in its
January issue. The couple, who now lives on the
West Coast, had tried for
five years to be accepted
for the test-tube procedure.
Dr. Patrick Steptoe,
who helped develop the
procedure and performed
the fertilization for the
couple, announced the
birth last month but gave
no details beyond the
baby's sex.
There have been no
test-tube births in the
_United.States. Officials at
a laboratory fertilization
clinic at the Norfolk
General Hospital in
Virginia expect the first
delivery of a -test-tube
baby in January.

Court Strikes Down Corbin City Ordinances
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The state
Supreme Court today
struck down two ordinances of the city of
Corbin controlling how
close gas meters could be
located to the street.
The unanimous decision reversed rulings by
the Court of Appeals and
Whitley Circuit Court
upholding the ordinances.
The ordinances, passed
in 1977 and 1979, prohibited gas meters within
25 feet of a public
thoroughfare.
As part of a mandate
from the state Public Service Commission to correct and improve its
system of gas service to
Corbin. the Peoples Gas

Company of Kentucky.
Inc. had made a gradual
conversion from a lowpressure to a highpressure system.
As a part of that
changeover, most meters
had been located in front
yards near the street.
When the gas company
sued the city to stop enforcement of the ordinances, the trial court
had found that the meters
were unsightly and unattractive and found a
possibility of a traffic
hazard.
The trial court overturned the penalty provision of the ordinances,
but the Court of Appeals
not only upheld the ordinances. but also upheld

the penalty section.
The Supreme Court
held that the Public Service Conunission has the
authority to regulate gas
service, which includes
the pressure of gas.
The court disagreed
with the trial court's findings that the ordinance
was not in conflict with a
PSC regulation requiring
meters to be located as
close to the utility's main
line as practicable.
It also disagreed with
the trial court's findings
that the location of the
meter does not affect the
quanity or quality of the
gas distribution.
"The regulation directing the placement of
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Copier on
the blink?

WYTHEVILLE, Va.
(AP) — A Maxway store
has been fined in Wythe
County General District
Court here for selling
items in violation of the
state's Sunday closing
law.
Mack Stores‘ Inc.,
which operates the Maxway chain of department
stores, must pay a $250
fine plus court costs as a
result of Monday's ruling.
Originally, the warrant

was issued against store Center on U.S. 11 near the
manager Donald Sim- eastern end of
mons. It was amended at Wytheville. It is the
the hearing to make newest of three
Mack Stores the defen- Wytheville shopping
centers. Two stores that
dant.
Simmons was served relocated there from a
with an arrest summons site in western
Nov. 22, after authorities Wytheville, Kroger and
received complaints from SuperX Drugs, both
citizens about the store operate Sundays.
Simmons said the
conducting business on
Kincer-Miller Hardware
Sunday.
Maxway is located in Store in downtown
the Lee-Hi Shopping Wytheville had also been

open on Sundays lately
"and we decided that, if
the hardware store could
be open, we could, too ...
If it is going to be enforced in a county or town, it
should be all the way or
not at all."
-The Maxway store had
been about to open on a
Sunday one year ago, but
Simmons found Commonwealth's Attorney
Thomas Baird and local
police standing by and

He described- it as "a
Her technique of
teaching reading to first • Ifortrayal of Miss Mavis
grade students, although as the central character
she has been retired for in a very productive apmore than 10 years, con- proach to beginning
tinues to earn recognition reading instruction that
for Mavis McCamish of involves both introducing
first graders to printed
•
Murray.
She was featured in the symbols and inspiring
November-December them to think in seissue of Childhood Educa- quence."
Mrs. McCamish,known
tion, a bimonthly journal
of the Association of affectionately as Miss
Childhood Education In- Mavis to hundreds of her
ternational (ACEI) that former students, as well
has circulation in 90 coun- as many others, taught
first grade for more than
tries around the globe.
Written by Dr. James 40 years — the last 20 at
Carlin, professor and the laboratory school at
reading specialist at Mur- Murray State — before
ray State University, the she retired in 1971.
Carlin said she used her
article is titled "The Turtle and the Children at students' interests and
their language to teach
Center Stage."

both symbol recognition
and comprehension from
the first day of school,
and virtually all of her
students were doing some
reading within a few
weeks.
"She had a warmth
children could not resist
to go along with her innovative teaching technique," he added, "and
they loved her and they
loved learning."
His article, according
to Carlin, is a way of
sharing with young
teachers and students in
elementary teacher
education programs the
approach that Mrs. McCamish enjoyed using
and used with such great
success that many

elementary education
graduates were influenced to adopt it too.
Mrs. McCamish, who
earned B.S. and M.A. in
education degrees at
Murray State, also taught
a.year at South Howard
Elementary School and
seven years at Lynn
Grove, both in the
Calloway County system,
and 13 years in Hamilton
County,Tenn.
Carlin, who joined the
faculty at Murray State
in 1969, is the immediate
past president of the Kentucky ACEI. He divides
his time between the
Department of Special
Education and the
Department of Instruction and Learning.
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was told that opening
would result in charges
being filed. The store remained closed that time.
An attorney for the
store indicated that the
conviction would not be
appealed.
The charge led the
Wythe County Board 'of
Supervisors at its
meeting last Tuesday to
agree to support a
referendum on whether
the blue law should be in

Although Berry skowed
that the value of the
estate, which he was
managing for a widow,
had increased under his
management, the court
rifled he had violated his
trust.
"An attorney in administering a trust estate
must display complete
loyalty to the interests of
the trust, and this
necessarily forbids any
use of the trust for personal ends which conflict
with the trustee's fundamental duty," the
court said.

Kentucky Gov. John Y.
Brown will be William F.
Buckley Jr.'s guest in the
Sunday, Dec. 20, edition
of "Firing Line" on
WKMS-FM, 91.3, from
Murray State University.
Brown, who will talk
about his business approach to state government, will be interviewed
in the program to air at 5
p.m. The talk was recorded earlier at a Louisville
radio station for the nationally syndicated public
broadcastingseries.
"I think before we're

Christmas Gift Time
Is Now At Harrell's
Snow Sleds - Toboggins
Work Boots - Western Boots
Hunting Knives - Tools
Corning Ware - Kitchen Acces.
Group OfSmall Kitchen
Appliances $10.00 Off
Free Gift Wrap

Blue, blue cloth interior, power steering,
power brakes, air condition. Miles 32xxx

$4500.00

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
753-2617

Special Price This Week j
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SERVICX PARTS
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NOW ONLY

RCA's top-of-the-line XL-100
Roommate delivers the
features you want...at
the price you Want to pay!

I

This deluxe 19" diagonal table model
offers you the unbeatable value of
XL-100. You'll get a host of great
RCA color TV performance feature's.
Plus, the convenience of SignaLock
18-position electronic tuning.

If you can find a better buy.. better buy it!

7531713
•
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Hariell's Farm & Home Supply
Collowoy County's Complete Form Supply Store

Murray, Ky.
Hwy.94E.
753-7862
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All-New
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It had been about 10
years since store
representatives faced
blue law charges in
Wytheville. Those
charges involved Sunday
sales of items at SuperX
and Crest Store, which
closed about a year ago in
downtown Wytheville.

1979 Ford T- Bird

through," Brown tells
Buckley, "we'll set up a
model operation of how
government ought to be
challenged and how it
ought to be effective."
In addition to talking
about his work with the
state budget, Brown will
also discuss the national
Democratic party. He
acknowledges that right
now the "party doesn't
have a speaker, doesn't
have a leader and does
not have an identification."

force here, assuming the
required number of petitioners applied for such a
vote.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Brown Will Be Guest
On WKMS Pro ram

Free Almanacs & calendars
Alm

The court found that
Berry had made
numerous unsecured
loans to himself, his
brother,his daughter, his

Former Murray Teacher Featured

Insulated Vests, Jackets, Coveralls
Northerner Boots
j
By Servus-Mode In USA
Belte, see ?r,e 'e. ve'y
A B r)..0 990
plan
The 990'nas ao ine rn.wtt
wanted reAto,es oi
crimws .oste,q

law partner, his legal
secretary and a friend
from the estate while acting asexecutor.

Court overturned the
Court of Appeals ruling
that there was insufficient reason to remove
Handy. It said that issue
had not been addressed
by Boyle Circuit Court
and ordered the case
remanded for further
proceedings in circuit
court.
The Supreme Court
suspended Glasgow attorney Harry Berry for
three years because of
unethical and unprofessional conduct in the
handling of an estate.

Store Fined For Violating Sunday Closing Law

Stock Market
Industrial Arerai:i

meters, regulators and
safety devices where
customers are served by
high-pressure lines was
not adopted as &result of
whimsy,"the court said.
"There is a fundamental conflict between the
city ordinance and the
regulation since service
is involved in this
dispute."
In another ruling today,
the Supreme Court
upheld a Court of Appeals
ruling that the Danville
city commission went
through the proper procedure in holding a
disciplinary hearing in
1979, after which it voted
to fire policeman Randall
Handy.
However, the Supreme
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